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Abstract The popular constitutive formulations of rate-and-state friction offer two end-member views
on whether friction evolves only with slip (Slip law) or with time even without slip (Aging law). While rate
stepping experiments show support for the Slip law, laboratory-observed frictional behavior near zero slip
rates has traditionally been inferred as supporting Aging law style time-dependent healing, in particular,
from the slide-hold-slide experiments of Beeler et al. (1994). Using a combination of new analytical results
and explicit numerical (Bayesian) inversion, we show instead that the slide-hold-slide data of Beeler et al.
(1994) favor slip-dependent state evolution during holds. We show that, while the stiffness-independent
rate of growth of peak stress (following reslides) with hold duration is a property shared by both the Aging
and (under a more restricted set of parameter combinations) Slip laws, the observed stiffness dependence
of the rate of stress relaxation during long holds is incompatible with the Aging law with constant rate-state
parameters. The Slip law consistently fits the evolution of the stress minima at the end of the holds well,
whether fitting jointly with peak stresses or otherwise. But neither the Aging nor Slip laws fit all the data well
when a − b is constrained to values derived from prior velocity steps. We also attempted to fit the evolution
of stress peaks and minima with the Kato-Tullis hybrid law and the shear stress-dependent Nagata law,
both of which, even with the freedom of an extra parameter, generally reproduced the best Slip law fits to
the data.

1. Introduction

For a fault to fail repeatedly during the seismic cycle, it is necessary for it to strengthen (heal) during the
interseismic period. Friction experiments on both bare rock and gouge have shown that the slip interface
strengthens during periods of little or no sliding called holds [Dieterich, 1972; Beeler et al., 1994; Dieterich and
Kilgore, 1994; Nakatani and Mochizuki, 1996; Marone, 1998; Berthoud et al., 1999; Bureau et al., 2002; Marone
and Saffer, 2015]. This strengthening is evidenced by the fact that the peak static friction upon resliding is
an increasing function of the duration of the preceding hold [Beeler et al., 1994; Marone, 1998; Berthoud et al.,
1999]. On initially bare rock surfaces, e.g., granite and quartzite, such frictional strengthening has two robust
characteristics: (1) The static friction peaks increase linearly with the logarithm of the hold time for holds
longer than a threshold time [Dieterich, 1972; Beeler et al., 1994; Marone, 1998; Berthoud et al., 1999]; (2) This
constant rate of healing/strengthening is independent of the stiffness of the testing apparatus [Beeler et al.,
1994] (here and elsewhere in this manuscript, the rate of healing/strengthening implies the rate of increase
in static friction with log hold time, as evidenced by the peak stress following a reslide).

Observation (1) is not limited to bare rock surfaces; such log linear healing with hold time has been reported
for a wide range of materials, e.g., simulated gouge [Karner and Marone, 1998, 2001], steel [Dokos, 1946], poly-
methyl methacrylate [Berthoud et al., 1999], and paper [Heslot et al., 1994]. It is noteworthy that the rates of
healing across these materials are remarkably similar, ∼10−2 per decade of hold duration in seconds. This
points to a robust, (perhaps) material-independent, physical, or chemical mechanism governing frictional
healing [Berthoud et al., 1999; Bureau et al., 2002]. Since different stiffnesses lead to different amounts of slip
during the holds, observation (2) was used by Beeler et al. [1994] to infer that this mechanism is dominantly
time dependent, i.e., frictional interfaces heal even at rest as the logarithm of the hold time. Such an inference
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is consistent with observations of time-dependent growth of the size of microcontacts bridging stationary
interfaces as revealed by direct optical measurements in Lucite acrylic and soda glass [Dieterich and Kilgore,
1994]. Furthermore, observations of continued increase in static friction peaks with hold duration even at
near-zero shear stresses (thus ensuring near-zero slip) for a variety of materials, including granite, also lends
support to the suggestion that slip might not be necessary for frictional healing [Nakatani and Mochizuki,
1996; Bureau et al., 2002]. All of these lines of evidence seem to suggest that time-dependent healing is a
desirable property in constitutive relations of fault friction.

The most widely used constitutive relations for fault friction are the laboratory-derived rate-and-state fric-
tion (RSF) equations. Within the RSF framework there are two end-member views of how frictional strength
evolves: (a) the Slip law [Ruina, 1983], which allows frictional strength to evolve only with slip, and (b) the
Aging law [Dieterich, 1978; Ruina, 1983], which allows frictional strength to evolve even without slip, purely
as a function of time. Beeler et al. [1994] used observation (2) above, and numerical simulations, to conclude
that their data supported Aging law style time-dependent healing. Since typical laboratory holds subject the
interface to rates of sliding many orders of magnitude smaller than the steady state sliding speed prior to the
hold, a corollary of this conclusion is that the Aging law is the appropriate friction constitutive description at
such small slip rates.

However, it has long been recognized that velocity-step experiments are consistently better explained by the
Slip law than by the Aging law. Bhattacharya et al. [2015, 2014] recently extended these results to sequences
of 2–3-order velocity step increases and decreases on bare rock and simulated gouge, which rapidly impose
slip rates orders of magnitude larger or smaller than the preceding steady state rate on the sliding interface.
In fact, as we show later in this article, the Slip law outperforms the Aging law even when constrained to fit
the large velocity step decreases alone. However, given that large velocity step decreases also access sliding
regimes which promote frictional healing (brought about by the rapid deceleration from steady state sliding),
it seems inconsistent to simultaneously claim that (1) fault healing in rock is primarily time dependent and (2)
large velocity decreases are well modeled by the Slip law and not the Aging law.

In this paper, we investigate this inconsistency by reanalyzing the data of Beeler et al. [1994]. We focus not
only on the static friction peaks but also on the stress relaxation that occurs during long holds. We carry out
detailed nonlinear inversions on the initially bare rock data from Beeler et al. [1994] to examine the Aging and
Slip law fits to the stress relaxation during holds both in isolation and in conjunction with the evolution of
static friction peaks with hold time. Additionally, we use two other laws—a Slip/Aging hybrid evolution law
and a recently proposed shear stress-dependent evolution law—both of which can be tuned to transition
between Aging and Slip law behaviors to check if the data are better explained by a (particular) combination
of Aging and Slip rather than Aging or Slip alone. We compare the properties of these fits with analytical
predictions of the frictional response to long holds under the different formulations of RSF considered here.

Our results reveal that stiffness independence of the healing rate is not sufficient to rule out the Slip law; in
fact, it is possible to find Slip law parameters which fit the peak stress data as well as the Aging law. Addition-
ally, we point out that, vis-á-vis the Aging versus Slip argument, the more diagnostic (and robust) feature of
the Beeler et al. [1994] data is the strongly stiffness dependent rate of stress relaxation during holds, provided
we consider the RSF parameters to be constant. Using both analytical and inversion results, we show that
such data are consistent with the Slip law and, importantly, are sufficient to rule out the Aging law with con-
stant RSF parameters. To relax this constraint, some of our inversions also introduced velocity-dependent RSF
parameters designed to add stiffness sensitivity to the otherwise stiffness-independent rates of stress relax-
ation under the Aging law. But the specific formulations of velocity dependence chosen in this study seem
to not help the Aging law improve its fits to the holds. Finally, when fitting both peak stresses and the stress
minima at the end of holds together, all our inversions, including the ones with nonconstant RSF parame-
ters, show that the Slip law fits the slide-hold-slide data consistently better than the Aging law. We also ran
all of these inversions with two alternative state evolution prescriptions—a stress-dependent law and an
Aging-Slip hybrid—both of which replicated the respective best Slip law fits despite the freedom of additional
tunable parameters.

Unfortunately, none of the constitutive laws used in this study fit the stress relaxation during holds and the
time evolution of peak friction with hold duration equally well with the same set of constant a, b, and Dc.
Additionally, the best fits generally require a − b values which are different from those obtained from prior
velocity steps. However, the successes of the Slip law in fitting friction data far below steady state—from both
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large velocity step decreases and the stress relaxation during hold tests—suggest that healing under these
conditions is dominantly slip dependent rather than time dependent.

2. Rate and State Background

RSF describes the frictional strength of an interface as a function of two variables: (1) Rate (V)—the relative
slip rate across the contact interface, and (2) State (𝜃)—a proxy (in units of time for the state evolution formu-
lations we have chosen) for the strength of the asperities in contact across the sliding interface at a reference
slip speed, often considered to scale with the true area of contact [Linker and Dieterich, 1992; Baumberger and
Caroli, 2006]. These variables are related by two coupled equations. The first of these, called the friction law,
describes the rate and state dependence of frictional strength:

𝜏

𝜎
= 𝜇(V, 𝜃) = 𝜇0 + a ln

V
V0

+ b ln
𝜃

𝜃0
, (1)

where 𝜏 is frictional strength, 𝜎 is normal stress, 𝜇 is the “rate-and-state-dependent” friction coefficient, a is
the “direct effect” parameter accounting for the variations in frictional strength due to changes in slip rate,
and b is the “evolution effect” parameter which determines the change in friction due to evolution of state.
In general, at not very high temperatures, a and b are constants of the order of 0.01, but they can vary by as
much as an order of magnitude with varying temperature and moisture content [Blanpied et al., 1998]. The
other parameters𝜇0, V0, and 𝜃0 are the values of friction coefficient, slip rate, and state at an arbitrary reference
steady state. The system of equations is closed with an evolution equation for 𝜃. The two most widely used
forms are

Aging (Dieterich) Law: �̇� = 1 − V𝜃
Dc

(2a)

Slip (Ruina) Law: �̇� = −V𝜃
Dc

ln
V𝜃
Dc
, (2b)

where the “dot” symbol over 𝜃 denotes the derivative with respect to time and Dc is some characteristic slip
scale for state evolution [Dieterich, 1978; Ruina, 1983]. Equation (2a) is often referred to as the Aging law,
because state increases linearly with time for stationary contacts. Equation (2b) is referred to as the Slip law, as
state evolution occurs only for slipping contacts (lim

V→0
�̇� = 0). At steady state sliding (�̇� = 0), both the laws yield

V𝜃∕Dc = 1. We refer to V𝜃∕Dc > 1 and V𝜃∕Dc < 1 as being “above” and “below” steady state, respectively; we
use the phrase “far from steady state” to imply V𝜃∕Dc significantly different from 1.

Given that at steady state V𝜃∕Dc = 1, equation (1) leads to the following expression for the change in frictional
strength between two steady states at velocities V2 and V1:

Δ𝜏
𝜎

= (a − b) ln
V2

V1
. (3)

For (a − b) < 0 the sliding surface is steady state velocity weakening and can undergo velocity instabilities
when the sliding is perturbed about the steady state. For (a−b)> 0 (steady state velocity strengthening) such
instabilities are not possible.

While the mathematical form of the velocity dependence of friction in equation (1) is widely accepted to
have a physical basis, the prescription for how state (𝜃) evolves with time and/or slip remains a matter of
debate. Neither of the two formulations mentioned above, Aging nor Slip, explains the full range of friction
experiments [Beeler et al., 1994; Marone, 1998]. In the rest of this section, we explore the characteristics of
frictional sliding under large velocity perturbations and slide-hold-reslides to investigate the extent to which
such laboratory friction data can constrain the time or slip dependence of healing.

2.1. Friction Far From Steady State
The Aging and Slip laws represent two end-member views of whether state can evolve with time even
in the absence of slip or only in the presence of slip. These two end-member views, though asymptoti-
cally equivalent near steady state, produce very different responses when the sliding surface experiences
large velocity perturbations from steady state sliding [Ruina, 1983; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008; Marone, 1998;
Bhattacharya et al., 2015]. Therefore, if the goal is to achieve the clearest distinction between Aging and Slip
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law responses, one should design experiments which probe frictional sliding far from steady state. Two
experimental protocols are commonly used to study rock friction phenomenology in the laboratory: veloc-
ity steps and slide-hold-reslides. In the rest of this section, we will explore the features of friction far from
steady state revealed by these two experimental protocols. We also present new theoretical results for
slide-hold-slides and argue that data from these experimental protocols can be used in new ways to constrain
RSF equations.
2.1.1. Observations From Velocity Step Tests
An interface undergoing steady state sliding in the laboratory can be driven far from steady state by impos-
ing rapid, orders of magnitude, changes in slip rate. On a sufficiently stiff testing machine this produces a very
rapid strength change of the same sign as the velocity step (from the first term in equation (1)) followed by
a slower evolution of the frictional resistance to steady state. One robust observation from such large veloc-
ity steps (∼1–3 orders of magnitude) on both initially bare rock and synthetic gouge is that the evolution
of frictional strength following the rapid extremum occurs over a quasi-constant slip scale independent of
the magnitude or sign of the step [Ruina, 1980, 1983; Tullis and Weeks, 1986; Bhattacharya et al., 2014, 2015].
Consistent with such data, the Slip law predicts exponential slip weakening (or strengthening) over a charac-
teristic slip scale, Dc, following a velocity step of arbitrary size or sign [Rice, 1993; Nakatani, 2001; Ampuero and
Rubin, 2008].

In contrast, following a large velocity step, the evolution of frictional strength under the Aging law occurs
over slip scales which are functions of both the magnitude and sign of the velocity jump. Such asymmetry is
fundamentally tied to the relative amplitude of the two terms on the right-hand side of equation (2a). For a
large and sudden velocity increase, the surface is far above steady state (V𝜃∕Dc ≫ 1) and one can neglect
the “1” in equation (2a). Integrating the resulting equations under the assumption of constant slip speed and
plugging the result into (1) leads to linear slip weakening with slope b𝜎∕Dc. That the rate of slip weakening
is independent of the size of the velocity step implies that the evolution of frictional strength to steady state
occurs over length scales which increase with the size of the jump [Ruina, 1980; Nakatani, 2001; Rubin and
Ampuero, 2005]. On the other hand, for a velocity step decrease large and rapid enough to instantaneously
satisfy V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1, Aging law state evolution predicts �̇� ∼ 1; i.e., there is no slip scale for state evolution. In this
limit, the poststep increase in Aging law state is just time elapsed since the velocity step and significant state
evolution occurs over slip distance 𝛿 ≪ Dc [Ampuero and Rubin, 2008]. As mentioned above, such asymmetry
in the frictional response between large velocity increases and decreases is not supported by observations
from velocity step experiments.

Large velocity step decreases and long holds are intimately connected in that they both access the portion of
the parameter space where V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1, even though the slip rates at the end of long holds are much lower.
Therefore, it seems inconsistent that one of these types of experiments would provide evidence for domi-
nantly slip-dependent healing while the other for time dependence. It is then reasonable to ask if the Aging
law is capable of providing a decent fit to large velocity decrease data alone. For ideal velocity step decreases,
the theoretical expectation is that the Aging law slip-strengthening length scale would decrease with increas-
ing step size, while for the Slip law, one would expect slip to evolve over the same characteristic length scale
for all step sizes (Figure 1a). Bhattacharya et al. [2015] reported some near ideal 1–2-order velocity steps on
gouge (data set p1060 therein), which clearly show that friction evolves over a constant length scale follow-
ing these large step decreases in slip rate, consistent with the Slip law (Figure 1b). In fact, the Aging law clearly
performs worse than the Slip law when constrained to fit the 1- and 2-order step decreases alone (Figure 1c).
It is also noteworthy that the Slip law parameters adopted to fit the step decreases alone also fit the step
increases very well. Therefore, the Aging law, and its prediction that �̇� ∼ 1 when V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1, are not sup-
ported by laboratory velocity step data which access sliding regimes far below steady state. It is particularly
important to recognize that the Aging law’s apparent success in explaining the peak stress upon reslides fol-
lowing laboratory holds originates from the very ingredient that leads to its failure in fitting the velocity step
decrease data: time-dependent healing. These observations provide the motivation for our reexamination of
the slide-hold-slide data set of Beeler et al. [1994].
2.1.2. Observations From Slide Hold Slides: The Data of Beeler et al. [1994]
Slide-hold-slide (SHS) experiments have traditionally been used in tribology to study healing of frictional
interfaces undergoing little or no sliding. In a typical SHS test, the shear stress on an interface undergo-
ing (usually steady) sliding at a rate Vs∕r is relaxed by bringing the load point abruptly to rest. After being
held at rest for some duration thold the load point is redriven, usually at the prehold steady state speed
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Figure 1. (a) Numerical solution of the response of Aging (dashed lines) and Slip (solid lines) laws to velocity step
decreases of 1 (red), 2 (green), and 3 (blue) orders of magnitude. The simulations use the best fitting Slip law parameters
from Figure 1c) and the appropriate stiffness 0.008 μm−1. Friction values are normalized by minimum-to-residual stress
change. Following the stress minimum, the Slip law curves for the different orders of magnitude plot on the top of each
other. (b) Change in friction as a function of slip for load point velocity decreases of 1 and 2 orders of magnitude in
simulated gouge [Bhattacharya et al., 2015]. The data are scaled to the minimum-to-residual friction range as in
Figure 1a. These large velocity steps carry the surface far below steady state, yet the data for the 1 and 2 order of
magnitude steps strengthen over the same slip distance, as predicted by the Slip law in Figure 1a. (c) Aging and Slip law
fits to the velocity step data shown in Figure 1b. Only the velocity step decreases were fit with the 1- and 2-order
decreases equally weighted. We constrained a − b = −0.0002. Blue, Data; Ochre, Aging law; Red, Slip law. Numbers in
black denote load point displacement rate in μm s−1.

Vs∕r . This increases the stress until the slider is slipping as fast as the load point. Beyond this peak friction,
stress decays back to steady state with continued sliding. The difference between peak stress and the future
steady state (Δ𝜇peak) has traditionally been used as a measure of frictional healing/strengthening during the
preceding hold.

Beeler et al. [1994] studied the evolution of Δ𝜇peak with thold in initially bare granite and quartzite by carrying
out a sequence of SHS tests with holds from 0.4 to ∼3 × 104s. This sequence of holds was repeated under
two different setups of the testing apparatus which differed in effective stiffness by a factor of 30. The higher
stiffness was achieved artificially by servo controlling the load point displacement off a near-fault transducer
(Figure 2a). Their data show that Δ𝜇peak increases as a linear function of the logarithm of hold time such that
the slope (which we call the healing rate) is independent of the stiffness of the testing apparatus (Figure 2c).
Beeler et al. [1994] argued, based on this observation and numerical simulations with specified parameter
values, that the stiffness independence of the time evolution ofΔ𝜇peak supported continued strengthening of
nearly stationary interfaces with time as formulated by the Aging law. In contrast, the authors further argued
that the Slip law predicts stiffness-dependent healing rates since the amount of slip accrued during the hold,
and hence the concomitant state evolution, is stiffness dependent. In the rest of this section, we examine
these conclusions and argue that some of them are suspect. Moreover, we will demonstrate that there are
other properties of the data which provide more reliable diagnostic constraints on the class of state evolution
laws that we are considering as long as a, b, and Dc are constants across the range of velocities accessed in
the experiment.
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Figure 2. (a) Shear stress evolution from the slide-hold-slides of Beeler et al. [1994]. The X axis is time, scaled such that
each phase of hold and slide/reslide has unit duration to aid in visualization. The holds span 0.5–104 s in thold. The red
curve shows a slide-hold-slide sequence for the lower, natural stiffness setup (kn = 0.0019 μ m−1, Vr∕s = 1.0 μm s−1), the
blue curve shows a sequence for the stiffer apparatus (ks = 0.055 μ m−1, Vr∕s = 0.32 μm s−1). (b) A 1000 s hold with the
stiffer apparatus. The thold, Δ𝜇peak, and Δ𝜇hold notation wherever used in the text is as defined in this figure. Numbers
in blue represent load point velocities in μm s−1. (c) Evolution of Δ𝜇peak (squares) and Δ𝜇hold (circles) with thold for two
sets of slide-hold-slide sequences with the low (red) and high (blue) stiffness apparatus setups. The time evolution of
these quantities is remarkably reproducible from repeated experiments during the same experimental run.

The central motivation for using the variation of peak stress with hold duration as a proxy for state evolution
during holds stems from the recognition that Δ𝜇peak has a simple relationship with the value of state at peak
stress. To see this, one can begin by writing the expression for Δ𝜇peak using equation (1):

Δ𝜇peak = a ln

(Vpeak

Vs∕r

)
+ b ln

(Vs∕r𝜃peak

Dc

)
, (4)

where 𝜃peak and Vpeak are the values of 𝜃 and V at peak stress. If the sample is assumed to be a rigid slider block
coupled to the machine via a spring of known stiffness, the shear stressing rate on the sample is specified
by the difference between the slip rate of the block and the displacement rate imposed by the machine. This
implies that Vpeak = Vs∕r at peak stress given that the stressing rate is instantaneously zero. Owing to the finite
stiffness of the setup, some slip is expected between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress. Denoting
Δ𝜃 as the resultant change in state between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress, we have

Δ𝜇peak = b ln

(Vs∕r(Δ𝜃 + 𝜃hold)
Dc

)
,

= b

[
ln
(Vs∕r𝜃hold

Dc

)
+ ln

(
1 + Δ𝜃∕𝜃hold

)]
,

= b

[
ln
(Vs∕r𝜃hold

Dc

)
+ Δ ln(𝜃)

]
,

(5)

where 𝜃hold is the value of the state variable at the end of the hold and Δ ln(𝜃) is the change in log state
corresponding to Δ𝜃. Since state can only decrease across the reslide in this formulation, the restrengthening
with time observed from the increase in the peak friction with hold duration is entirely due to the increase in
state during the hold (minus the decrease in state across the reslide). Hence, under the rate-state framework,
healing is formally an increase in the state variable which occurs when �̇� > 0. For all the state evolution laws
considered here, the interface heals whenever it is sliding below steady state (V𝜃∕Dc < 1).

However, one issue with the use of peak stress as proxy for 𝜃hold is immediately clear from equation (5)—how
do we constrain Δ ln(𝜃), the extent to which log state has evolved between the end of the hold and peak
stress? Beeler et al. [1994] recognized that a significant amount of state might be lost during the reslide
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(a significant amount of contact area loss across the reslide was also observed by Dieterich and Kilgore [1994] in
their experiments on transparent plastic). However, they noted that under the Aging law, the decrease in log
state between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress is independent of hold duration. Mathematically,
this statement implies

𝜕Δ𝜇peak

𝜕 ln thold
= b

𝜕 ln
(
𝜃hold

)
𝜕 ln thold

. (6)

Beeler et al. [1994] suggested that equation (6) holds generally for the Aging law. We derive this result under
a fairly nonrestrictive set of assumptions in Appendix A. For holds long enough that V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1, from
equation (2a), we have 𝜃hold = thold + tc (follows from �̇� = 1) where tc is a constant of integration. Therefore,
given equation (6) and the condition of purely time-dependent healing (which for the Aging law implies
�̇� = 1), the following is true for long holds governed by Aging law state evolution:

𝜕Δ𝜇peak

𝜕 ln thold
= b. (7)

Therefore, purely time-dependent healing far below steady state leads to 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕 ln thold being indepen-
dent of stiffness, with healing rate b. Figure 3 shows numerical simulations of Δ𝜇peak using the Aging law (red
curves) for typical laboratory-derived rate-state parameters (the value of a − b appropriate for these exper-
iments is known from velocity steps on the same sample) and two different machine stiffnesses (the same
combination of stiffness and Vs∕r values as in the Beeler et al. [1994] experiments). The peak stress upon reslide
is indeed independent of the apparatus stiffness and in visual agreement with the data.

For the Slip law, however, the state at the end of the hold is expected to be a function of the total amount of slip
accrued during the hold. Therefore, the time evolution of𝜃hold is stiffness dependent. Beeler et al. [1994] argued
that this would necessarily lead to a stiffness-dependent time evolution of Δ𝜇peak. They verified this assertion
with numerical simulations similar to the ones we show in Figure 3. Given the same parameter combinations
chosen for the Aging law, the Slip law indeed leads to a stiffness-dependent increase in Δ𝜇peak with hold
duration. However, since equation (6) is not generally true for the Slip law (see Figure A2), the time evolution of
peak stress is not necessarily a good proxy for the time evolution of state at the end of the hold. For example,
it is unclear whether there might exist parameter combinations for the Slip law under which the stiffness
dependence of 𝜃hold andΔ𝜃peak cancel each other to produce an effectively stiffness-independent evolution of
peak stress upon reslide. Therefore, the stiffness independence of the time evolution of Δ𝜇peak alone may not
be a good diagnostic tool when choosing between competing state evolution laws which do not necessarily
satisfy equation (6).

Furthermore, we show in Appendix A that the Aging law satisfies equation (6) only due to the linear
slip-weakening form it assumes far above steady state (that is, V𝜃∕Dc ≫ 1 in equation (2a)). It is impor-
tant to remind ourselves that such linear slip weakening far above steady state has zero support from large
velocity step increase data (see section 2.1.1). Therefore, the very ingredient in the Aging law that allows it
to satisfy equation (6), which in turn allowed Beeler et al. [1994] to tie 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕 ln thold to Aging law style
time-dependent healing, is experimentally suspect.

We explore the state evolution across the reslide further in Appendix B by gathering some qualitative idea
about the evolution of log state with hold time from the granite data of Beeler et al. [1994]. To do this, we follow
Beeler and Tullis [1997] by using fault-normal displacement (increase signifies compaction, decrease dilation),
continuously measured during the experiments of Beeler et al. [1994], as a proxy for log state. This connec-
tion between closure and log state is derived from the expectation that variations in closure are dominated
by anelastic deformations of the sliding interface which, in turn, are related to the changes in actual asper-
ity contact area [Beeler and Tullis, 1997]. We found that the amount of fault dilation between the onset of the
reslide and peak stress is neither a negligible fraction of the compaction during the hold nor is it indepen-
dent of hold duration. Interestingly, direct optical observations of the loss in real contact area between the
onset of reslide and peak stress from the see-through experiments of Dieterich and Kilgore [1994] (on lucite
and soda glass) also show similar, non-negligible, hold duration dependence for holds ranging from 10 to
104 s (their Figure 7). Therefore, if contact area is linearly related to log state, the property of the Aging law
(Δ log(𝜃) being independent of thold) that allowed Beeler et al. [1994] to interpret their peak stress data as sup-
porting time-dependent healing (as formulated within the Aging law) seems unlikely to be satisfied in typical
laboratory slide-hold-slide experiments.
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Figure 3. Numerical behavior of the different evolution laws under SHS
tests of varying hold durations thold. The solid curves were generated
using kn = 0.0019 μm−1 and Vs∕r = 1 μm s−1. The the dashed curves use
ks = 0.055 μm−1 and Vs∕r = 0.316 μm s−1. Colors represent different
state evolution laws: red, Aging; blue, Slip; cyan, Nagata with c = 1;
magenta, Nagata with c = 10; and green, Kato. We used a = 0.009,
b = 0.01, Dc = 3 μm for the Aging and Slip laws. The scaling relations for
the Nagata Law (equation (C27)) were used to find the corresponding
appropriate a, b and Dc . For the Kato law, Vc = 10−2 μm s−1. Even for small
values of c, the Nagata law shows stiffness dependence in Δ𝜇peak. For
c = 100, the Nagata law is nearly indistinguishable from the Slip law.

2.1.3. Reinterpreting SHS Data:
What Other Constraints
Are Required to Choose Between
Competing State Evolution
Descriptions?
To avoid the ambiguous assumptions
required to interpretΔ𝜇peak in terms of
𝜃hold (state at the end of the hold), we
fit the slide-hold-slide data of Beeler
et al. [1994] with numerical models
rather than rely on restrictive analyti-
cal expectations like equation (6). We
also seek additional constraints on the
numerical models by including both
the stress minima at the end of the
holds (Δ𝜇hold) and peak stresses in our
misfit calculations within a Bayesian
inversion framework. There are two
distinct advantages to this approach:
(1) The additional observational con-
straint imposed by Δ𝜇hold is more
directly tied to frictional healing far
below steady state, in particular, 𝜃hold

(at least for constants a, b, and Dc;
see Appendix C). (2) As alluded to in

section 2.1.2, understanding the holds is crucial to reconciling the apparently contradictory inferences from
large velocity step decreases and SHS tests.

In Appendix C, we derive analytical approximations for the stress relaxation for both the Aging and Slip laws.
These analyses show that, under the Aging law, the rate of stress relaxation is stiffness independent irrespec-
tive of the choice of a, b, and Dc in the limit of hold times much longer than Dc∕Vs∕r (see section C1 for details).
Given Dc around a few microns, and even the smallest Vs∕r = 0.316 μms−1, Dc∕Vs∕r ∼ 10 s and the longest
hold durations accessed in the experiments of Beeler et al. [1994] (103 –104 s) satisfy this criterion. In the limit
of such long holds, velocity-weakening (a − b < 0) Aging law stress relaxation trajectories asymptote to a
stiffness-dependent constant value (Figure 4a). On the other hand, when a − b> 0, friction decreases linearly
with hold time with an asymptotic slope that is independent of stiffness (Figure 4c); from equation (C8) this
slope is proportional to (b∕a−1). Note that such monotonically decreasing trajectories are consistent with the
requirement that, in order for a velocity-strengthening interface to remain below steady state during holds,
shear stress needs to monotonically decrease with decreasing slip rate. Finally, for velocity-neutral trajecto-
ries (a − b = 0), friction decreases as ln[ln(thold)] such that the rate of relaxation is asymptotically stiffness
independent (Figure 4b).

The Slip law, on the other hand, always leads to stiffness-dependent stress relaxation during long holds such
that both the actual value of Δ𝜇hold and the rate of decrease in friction (𝜕Δ𝜇hold∕𝜕 ln t) are stiffness depen-
dent (see section C2 for details). In fact, for all of velocity-weakening (Figure 5a), neutral (Figure 5b), and
velocity-strengthening (Figure 5c) cases, 𝜕Δ𝜇hold∕𝜕 ln t increases with stiffness until, in the limit of infinite stiff-
ness, 𝜕Δ𝜇hold∕𝜕 ln t = a𝜕 ln(V)∕𝜕 ln t (see equation (C24)). Typical laboratory setups operate with stiffnesses
far below this limit; e.g., even the higher stiffness in the Beeler et al. [1994] data are at least 10 times smaller
than the corresponding infinite stiffness limit (section C2). Therefore, the Slip law prediction of the evolution
of Δ𝜇hold with hold time is expected to retain its stiffness sensitivity for these data.

If one looks at the evolution of Δ𝜇hold in the Beeler et al. [1994] data (Figure 2a), it is immediately clear that
𝜕Δ𝜇hold∕𝜕 ln t is strongly stiffness dependent and continues to remain so even for the longest holds. If one
further accounts for the fact that we know from preceding velocity steps during the same experimental run
that a − b < 0, then the Aging law is even more clearly contradicted as it would predict asymptotically con-
stant stresses for the longest holds. Therefore, even without formal inversion it is apparent that the Aging law,
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Figure 4. Evolution of frictional strength under the Aging law during a long hold (∼3 × 104 s) for different values of normalized stiffness, kDc∕a = 1 (blue),
10 (ochre), and 100 (green), and different values of b∕a. (a) Velocity weakening, b∕a = 2; (b) Velocity neutral, b∕a = 1; (c) Velocity strengthening, b∕a = 0.5. The
solid lines show numerical solutions, corresponding dashed lines denote the analytical approximations to Δ𝜇∕a derived in section C1. A velocity-weakening
Aging law predicts a constant stress solution for long holds. Velocity-neutral and velocity-strengthening solutions show continual relaxation of stress, but
importantly, the rate of stress relaxation for long holds is stiffness independent. Note that the experiments of Beeler et al. [1994] span the range from 0.3 to
1.0 ≲ Vs∕rthold∕Dc ≲ 3 × 103 to 104 between the high and normal stiffness holds respectively.

with constant parameter values, cannot explain the evolution of Δ𝜇hold in the data of Beeler et al. [1994]. On
the other hand, these properties of the data are clearly consistent with the Slip law formalism and give us hope
that the apparent discrepancy between large velocity step decreases and long holds can be resolved. To fully
address this issue, we report results from detailed Bayesian inference on both the SHS Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data
from Beeler et al. [1994] in section 3. While doing so, we also consider two other state evolution laws which

Figure 5. Stress relaxation under the Slip law during a long hold (∼105 s) for different values of the normalized stiffness, kDc∕a = 1 (blue), 10 (ochre), and 100
(green), and different values of b∕a. (a) Velocity weakening, b∕a = 2, (b) velocity neutral, b∕a = 1, and (c) velocity strengthening, b∕a = 0.5. The solid color lines
are the numerically integrated values of Δ𝜇∕a. Corresponding dashed lines denote the relevant analytical approximations derived in section C2. In the small
stiffness limit (dashed blue lines), the velocity-weakening Slip law predicts a log(log(thold)) trajectory, while the velocity strengthening trajectories are linear in
log(thold). The large stiffness limit for all trajectories is Δ𝜇∕a = ln(V∕Vs∕r) (dashed red lines).
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can be tuned to switch between Aging and Slip law responses in different parts of their parameter space. We
briefly introduce these alternative formulations of state evolution in the next two sections.

2.2. Stress-Dependent State Evolution
In section 2.1.2, we pointed out that one of the disadvantages in usingΔ𝜇peak as a proxy for 𝜃hold for data from
a finite stiffness testing machine was that both the Aging and Slip laws predict that there will be some state
evolution between the start of the reslide and peak stress. We also pointed out that, in numerical modeling of
finite stiffness reslides, this change in state is easily accounted for as long as we have an accurate estimate of
the machine stiffness. However, thus far we have not considered the possibility that state may evolve between
the start of the reslide and peak stress in a way that is not captured by these laws. Any such effect cannot be
accounted for by numerical models without knowing the state evolution law which appropriately describes
such phenomenology. That some such mechanism may be operating was suggested recently by Nagata et al.
[2012] on the basis of ultrasonic monitoring of frictional sliding in initially bare granite. They carried out a series
of shear stress step experiments and measured the variation in acoustic transmissivity across the slipping
interface as a proxy for variations in real contact area and, by assumption, state. To fit their data, Nagata et al.
[2012] proposed a modification of the Aging law by including a dependence upon stressing rate:

Nagata Law ∶ �̇� = 1 − V𝜃
Dc

− c
b
𝜃
�̇�

𝜎
. (8)

Here c is another parameter, and all other symbols carry over their respective meanings (but not necessarily
values) from equation (1). For c = 0, this law reduces to the Aging law state evolution. Nagata et al. [2012]
found c = 2.0 to be an appropriate value for their experiments. Because the Nagata law predicts an instan-
taneous change in state in response to any instantaneous change in shear stress for nonzero c, this implies a
considerable and rapid state evolution across the reslide. From Figures B1a and B1b (Appendix B), it is inter-
esting to note that the slip interface in the experiments of Beeler et al. [1994] does seem to instantaneously
dilate at the onset of the reslides after long holds, more pronouncedly so for the higher stiffness setup. If
fault-normal closure and log state were indeed linearly related [Beeler and Tullis, 1997], both the Aging and
Slip laws would have predicted continued compaction during the initial portion of the reslide for as long as
the interface remained below steady state (leading to �̇� > 0 for both Aging and Slip laws).

Bhattacharya and Rubin [2014] showed that the Nagata law response to velocity steps transitions smoothly
from the Aging law to the Slip law as c increases. For c> 0, one observes Slip law behavior for small veloc-
ity jumps but Aging law behavior for larger jumps. The magnitude of the velocity jump required to see this
transition increases as c increases, and in the limit c ≫ 1 the response mimics purely Slip law behavior for all
physically plausible velocity jumps. In other words, the further the interface is pushed from steady state, the
larger the value of c required for the Nagata law to reproduce Slip law behavior. A corollary is that velocity step
experiments well fit by the Slip law cannot falsify the Nagata law; they can only impose a lower bound on c,
a lower bound that increases as the size of the velocity step increases. Examining experiments that imposed
velocity steps of 2–3 orders of magnitude on simulated gouge, with stress data that were fit either extremely
well or reasonably well by the Slip law, Bhattacharya et al. [2015] found minimum values of c required to fit
the data as well as the Slip law to be 101 –102. This is far larger than the value c ∼ 2 found by Nagata et al. for
smaller departures from steady state.

In section C3, we analyze stress relaxation trajectories under Nagata law holds in detail. The conclusions are
very similar to those for velocity steps: When c = 0, the Nagata law is the Aging law. As c increases, the Nagata
law trajectories start to diverge from their Aging law counterparts and tend more closely to the correspond-
ing Slip law trajectories. As with velocity steps, for values of c larger than a critical value (determined by a
combination of a, b, and Dc, stiffness and the length of the hold), holds under the Nagata law exactly repro-
duce the corresponding Slip law trajectories (see section C3 and Figure C4 for details). And, just like velocity
steps, the further the sliding surface is pushed below steady state during the hold, the larger the value of c
required to reproduce Slip law trajectories with the Nagata law. Therefore, any stress relaxation trajectory that
is well explained by the Slip law can only constrain c to a lower bound; for all values of c greater than this crit-
ical value, there exists a Nagata law fit equivalent to the Slip law fit with their parameters related according to
equations (C27).

For typical laboratory parameter values and hold times, the evolution ofΔ𝜇peak under the Nagata law also tran-
sitions from nearly stiffness independent for small values of c to nearly as stiffness dependent as the Slip law for
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c ∼ 100 (Figure 3). However, it is important to remember that the numerical predictions in Figure 3 are contin-
gent upon our somewhat arbitrary choice of parameters. Our Nagata law inversions are motivated by the hope
that there exists a sweet spot in the combination of a, b, Dc, and c which might capture the stiffness-dependent
evolution ofΔ𝜇hold observed in the data while simultaneously explaining the stiffness-independent evolution
of Δ𝜇peak.

2.3. Aging-Slip Hybrid State Evolution
Kato and Tullis [2001] suggested a modification to the Slip law to introduce purely time-dependent healing
when the slip rate decreased below a critical value Vc. Their motivation was that the Slip law models veloc-
ity steps well, while long holds access velocities far lower than can be reached on controlled velocity steps
(∼10−3 μm s−1). They proposed the rate of change of the state variable to be

Kato Law ∶ �̇� = exp
(
− V

Vc

)
− V𝜃

Dc
ln

V𝜃
Dc
. (9)

The first term on the right (the modification to the Slip law) approaches unity at slip speeds much smaller
than Vc. When applied to numerical simulations of SHS, the Kato law produces time-dependent healing for
long hold times as long as Vc is at least a couple of orders of magnitude larger than the smallest veloci-
ties reached during the longest holds [Kato and Tullis, 2001]. In numerical simulations, the Kato law shows
stiffness-independent evolution of Δ𝜇peak for long hold times but has a crossover behavior dependent on
Vc and the stiffness of the system for small hold times (Figure 3). This crossover behavior is not seen in
typical SHS test data. However, it is not clear whether there exist combinations of Vc and the conventional
RSF parameters that might allow the Kato law to predict both stiffness-dependent evolution of Δ𝜇hold and
stiffness-independent evolution of Δ𝜇peak. Given that our Bayesian inference algorithm performs a global
search, we can search for such a solution in the relevant parameter space.

3. Fitting the Beeler et al. [1994] Slide-Hold-Slide Data

The experiments of Beeler et al. [1994] were unique in their replication of a sequence of long duration holds at
two different stiffnesses. While this protocol was originally designed to exploit the stiffness independence of
the healing rate in distinguishing between Aging and Slip law responses, we have argued in section 2.1.3 that
the stiffness dependence of the stress relaxation during holds is also useful for this purpose. In this section,
we carry out formal inversion of the Beeler et al. [1994] data set. Unless otherwise specified, all the inversions
are on the granite data; we will only briefly discuss the characteristics of their quartzite data in section 4.

For our inversions we made use of two a priori constraints on the relevant parameters, the stiffness of the
testing apparatus, and a − b. We estimated the natural stiffness of the machine to be kn = 0.0019 μm−1

(scaled by normal stress which was 25 MPa for all experiments) and the servo-controlled artificial stiffness to be
ks = 0.055 μm−1 (Appendix D). From a sequence of velocity steps performed with both stiffnesses preceding
the holds (Appendix D), the initially bare granite lab specimens appear to be moderately velocity weakening
(a − b = −0.0027). The driving rate for the high stiffness holds was Vs∕r = 1 μm s−1, while the lower stiffness
holds were carried out at Vs∕r = 0.316 μm s−1.

We modeled the frictional sliding of the “block” (in reality a hollow granite cylinder being torsionally rotated)
as a single degree-of-freedom system wherein the net shear stress on the block is represented in terms of the
imposed load point displacement history as

Δ𝜏 = k(Δ𝛿lp − Δ𝛿), (10)

where k is the stiffness normalized by normal stress (so k has units of m−1), and 𝛿 and 𝛿lp are fault and load point
displacements, respectively. This equation was solved under quasi-static force balance with frictional strength
as specified in equation (1) and a particular choice of the state evolution law. We used a hybrid 4th–5th order
Runge Kutta adaptive time stepper [Press et al., 1996] for numerical integration. The forward model uses adap-
tive time stepping between each time sample in the data, therefore the reported fits are downsampled from
the underlying full integrated time series.

We ran inversions involving misfits across the full time series, but do not report them here as our conclu-
sions are generally insensitive to this choice. For our inversions, we used a small world Markov chain Monte
Carlo global search with adaptive proposal distribution [Rosenthal, 2011; Bai, 2009a, 2009b; Guan et al., 2006],
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Figure 6. Aging and Slip law fits to the time evolution of Δ𝜇peak in initially bare granite from [Beeler et al., 1994]. The red
squares and circles are the low stiffness data, the corresponding blue symbols are the high stiffness data. (a) Aging law
fit (solid line) with a − b fixed at −0.0027. (b) Aging (solid line) and Slip law (dashed line) fits without any constraint on
a − b. Note that the Slip law fit to the time evolution of Δ𝜇peak is as good as the Aging law with the healing rate being
stiffness independent. However, for both the Aging and Slip laws, the parameter choices which fit the peaks very well
completely fail to match the corresponding values of Δ𝜇hold.

the details of which can be found in the supporting information accompanying Bhattacharya et al. [2015]. For
all our inversions, we scale the𝓁2 norm of the misfit by the scalar data error covariance to obtain the argument
for the likelihood function. However, as our misfits are dominated by modeling error, the convergence of the
chain is only weakly sensitive to the specific value of the standard error. When reporting the parameters, we
refine the fit to a (locally) minimum misfit solution by running a local downhill simplex [Press et al., 1996] ini-
tiated with random samples from the posterior. This minimum misfit solution is statistically indistinguishable
from the maximum a posteriori fit for most of our inversions.

To fully exploit the dependence of the data on the differences in machine stiffnesses, we inverted the data
corresponding to both stiffnesses simultaneously. For the fits reported here, the misfit between the data and
forward model was evaluated only at the times of stress peaks and minima. The data peaks suffered from finite
sampling frequency issues, e.g., the recorded peak stresses were randomly offset from the times at which
V = Vlp (the theoretical requirement for stress maximum from equation (10)) following the reslide. However,
as seen later in Figure 7, the disagreements between the data peaks, numerical fits to the data peaks and the
numerical estimate of the “true maximum” (read from the full integrated time series at the times of V = Vlp)
are all within the uncertainty represented by the family of statistically equivalent fits to the data.

3.1. Fitting Only 𝚫𝝁peak

We made the assertion in section 2.1.2 that the stiffness-independent evolution of Δ𝜇peak, while inherently
consistent with the Aging law, was not sufficient to rule out the Slip law. One way to validate this asser-
tion is to find a Slip law fit to the peak stresses that is as good as the Aging law fit. With a − b constrained
to be −0.0027, the Slip law posteriors contained no such fit. The Aging law, not surprisingly, matches the
stiffness-independent healing rate, which is equal to b = 0.01 (see equation (7)), independent of a − b
(Figure 6a). However, the actual values of Δ𝜇peak are not very well modeled by this Aging law fit; the offset
between Δ𝜇peak for the two stiffnesses is nearly zero for the fits, while the data show an obvious and consis-
tent offset between the two stiffnesses. Also, from fitting the velocity steps (Appendix D), we know that the
lower bound on a is around 0.0011. Therefore, if we constrain a − b = −0.0027, then the Aging law require-
ment that b ∼ 0.01 (equation (7)) implies a ∼ 0.007, smaller than the minimum bound. We show in section 4
that this deficiency of the Aging law is present to a much greater degree for the quartzite data.

When we relax the constraint on a−b, the Aging law does a good job of matching the offset inΔ𝜇peak between
the two stiffnesses (Figure 6b). Figure 6b also shows that the best Slip law fit to the peaks is nearly visually
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Figure 7. The evolution of 𝜃hold and 𝜃peak with hold time for the Slip law fits to peak stresses alone. (a) The hatched and
filled regions depict an ensemble of simulated time series for 𝜃hold and 𝜃peak, respectively, drawn from the posterior
generated in obtaining the Slip law fit in Figure 6b. The density of color represents number density of samples from the
posterior. This ensemble represents ∼400 samples (10% of the total number accepted) drawn randomly from the steady
state posterior realized by running a Markov chain 50,000 samples long. Squares are the Beeler et al. [1994] values of
Δ𝜇peak scaled by b. The 𝜃hold and 𝜃peak values (solid lines) were read from the full modeled time series from which the
Slip law fits in Figure 6b were derived. Dashed lines (the blue dashed line overlays its solid counterpart) show the
coarsely sampled actual fit to peak stresses in Figure 6b. (b–d) The posterior distributions of a, b, and Dc . The yellow
squares show the location of the fit shown in Figure 6b, this is statistically equivalent to the maximum posterior
solution. The thick red lines show Gaussian fits to the posteriors.

indistinguishable from its Aging law counterpart when a−b is not constrained. Figure 7a shows an ensemble
of numerical predictions of the state evolution between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress drawn
from the posterior derived from the Slip law inversion in Figure 6b. This confirms our expectation that the best
Slip law fits to the peak stresses represent parameter combinations for which the stiffness dependence of state
evolution between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress nearly cancels out the stiffness dependence
of state evolution during the hold.

Before moving on to other fits, it is worth pointing out that the values of Dc for both the Aging and Slip law
fits in Figure 6b appear too small for the slip weakening observed in the velocity steps. As a consequence,
these numerical models show marginal instability (ringing and large overshoots) for both the Aging and Slip
law fits, for the smaller stiffness apparatus. For the Slip law, this low value of Dc seems to be required to gen-
erate enough state evolution across the reslide, for the low stiffness apparatus, to cancel out the stiffness
dependence of state evolution during the hold. For the Slip law, this low value of Dc seems to be required to
generate enough state evolution across the reslide, for the low stiffness apparatus, to cancel out the stiffness
dependence of state evolution during the hold.

3.2. Fitting Only 𝚫𝝁hold

The fits in Figure 6 support our first assertion that stiffness independence of the healing rate might not be a
sufficient condition to rule the Slip law out as incapable of explaining laboratory SHS data. We turn now to
our second assertion, that the Aging law is incompatible with a stiffness-dependent rate of stress relaxation
for long holds. Figure 8a shows the fits to Δ𝜇hold with a − b constrained to −0.0027. As analytically predicted,
the velocity-weakening Aging law fit shallows out to a quasi-constant value for the longest hold times. The
Slip law, on the other hand, captures the observed stiffness dependence of the stress minima reasonably well,
the rate of evolution of Δ𝜇hold being better matched than actual values.
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Figure 8. Aging and Slip law fits to the time evolution of Δ𝜇hold in initially bare granite from Beeler et al., [1994].
(a) Aging law (solid line) and Slip law (dashed line) fits with a − b fixed at −0.0027. (b) Fits without any constraint on
a − b. The Aging law fit is shown with solid lines and the Slip law with dashed lines.

With the constraint on a−b removed, the Aging law maximum a posteriori (the most sampled solution in the
posterior) solution is velocity strengthening (Figure 8b). According to the theoretical treatment developed in
section C1, this is consistent with the need to model the continually decreasing shear stresses, especially for
the higher stiffness holds. However, these velocity strengthening solutions suffer from the stiffness indepen-
dence of the stress relaxation for the longest holds; consequently, the quality of the fit worsens with increasing
hold duration. It is also noteworthy that this fit severely overestimates the peak stresses. We found other, qual-
itatively similar but statistically significantly different, Aging law fits to Δ𝜇hold with smaller RMSE values than
the maximum a posteriori solution reported here. These fits adopted unrealistically large a and b (0.4) and
small Dc (∼0.03 μm), and we do not discuss them here.

The corresponding Slip law fit, on the other hand, matches the Δ𝜇hold very well with (very weakly) velocity-
weakening parameters. The peaks are much better matched than the corresponding Aging law fit, but the
healing rate is clearly stiffness dependent. Figure 9 shows how these Aging and Slip law fits compare with the
full time history of stress relaxation during the longest holds (3162 s and 104 s). This reveals that the Aging
law velocity strengthening fits (Figures 9b and 9d) overestimate the stress relaxation for the lower stiffness
and underestimate the stress relaxation for the higher stiffness holds. This is consistent with the analytically
predicted stiffness independence of the relaxation trajectories. But the Slip law fit matches the details of the
stress history very faithfully for both stiffnesses and equally well.

3.3. Simultaneously Fitting 𝚫𝝁peak and 𝚫𝝁hold

In section 3.2 we showed that, in keeping with our theoretical expectations, the stiffness dependence of stress
relaxation during long holds in the initially bare granite data of Beeler et al. [1994] shows strong support for
the Slip law. Additionally, our fits to peak stresses alone (section 3.1) showed that there exist parameter com-
binations for the Slip law which could explain the observed peak stress evolution with hold duration nearly
as well as the Aging law. In this section we explore whether one can find solutions with either the Aging or
the Slip laws that explain both the stress peaks and minima equally well.

When we constrain a−b = −0.0027 (Figure 10a), neither the Aging nor the Slip law does a good job of fitting
both Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold. The Aging law fits the peaks marginally better than the stress minima but gets the
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Figure 9. Detailed comparison between the stress relaxation during the 3162 s and 10,000 s holds with the stress
relaxation predicted by the Slip and Aging law fits (maximum a posteriori) to the stress minima from Figure 8b. The
abscissa is the hold duration scaled to unity to help with visualization. (a) Slip and (b) Aging law predictions of stress
relaxation from the fits to the low stiffness Δ𝜇hold data. (c) Slip and (d) Aging law predictions of stress relaxation from
the fits to the high stiffness Δ𝜇hold data. Insets in Figures 9a and 9c show the details of stress evolution during the first
5% of the hold. In all the plots, blue is data, red is Slip law, and green is Aging law. Note that the best Slip law fit explains
the full stress relaxation time series very well.

healing rate wrong. In contrast, the Slip law fits the high stiffness Δ𝜇hold and the low stiffness Δ𝜇peak data well
but does a poor job of fitting the rest of the data.

When we relax the constraint on a − b, the Slip law chooses a velocity-strengthening solution which fits the
lower stiffness stress minima well (Figure 10b). The fit to the higher stiffness peak stresses is also better than
that obtained with a − b constrained. However, the stiffness dependence of peak stresses worsen the fit for
thold ≳ 300 s. The corresponding Aging law fit is also velocity strengthening. However, this Aging law fit over-
estimates the low stiffness stress minima and underestimates the high stiffness ones and, unlike the data but
consistent with our theory, predicts the stress relaxation rate to be stiffness independent for the longest holds
(thold ≳ 1000 s). The healing rate is also too high to fit the peaks well. Overall, although the Slip law does fit
the peaks slightly worse than the stress minima, it generally explains the joint Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data much
better than the Aging law when no constraint is imposed on a − b.

3.4. Fitting the Data With Kato and Nagata Laws
Given that neither the Aging nor the Slip law can explain both the peak stresses and stress minima well, at
least with a − b constrained from the velocity step data, it is important to consider whether alternative for-
mulations of state evolution can achieve this goal. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we mentioned two such candidate
state evolution formulations, the Nagata and the Kato laws. We carried out inversions on the granite data from
Beeler et al. [1994] with these laws by fitting the Δ𝜇hold data both alone and jointly with Δ𝜇peak.
3.4.1. Fitting Only 𝚫𝝁hold

Before we describe the results of the fit to the data with the Kato law, it is important to point out that the
steady state condition for the Kato law is the following transcendental equation in V and 𝜃:

exp

(
− V

Vc

)
= −V𝜃

Dc
ln

(
V𝜃
Dc

)
. (11)
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Figure 10. Aging and Slip law fits to the time evolution of both Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold in initially bare granite from Beeler
et al. [1994]. (a) Aging law (solid line) and Slip law (dashed line) fits with a − b fixed at −0.0027. (b) Fits without any
constraint on a − b; the solid lines show Aging and the dashed lines Slip law fits.

If Vc ≪ Vs∕r , then the steady state condition before the beginning of a hold is the familiar V𝜃∕Dc = 1, which
considerably simplifies the specification of initial conditions in our model. To avail this simplification we
constrain Vc ≤ 0.01 μm s−1 a priori for all our Kato law inversions. This choice not only simplifies the math
but, given that 𝜕Δ𝜇ss∕𝜕Vss is known to be fairly slip rate independent in the range of Vs∕r used in this study
[Kato and Tullis, 2001, Figure 6] also makes physical sense. Note that Kato and Tullis [2001] recommended a
constant Vc = 0.01 μm s−1 for the granite data being considered in this study.

Given that the Slip law produced an excellent fit to the Δ𝜇hold data when a − b was unconstrained, we only
attempted the a − b = −0.0027 version when fitting the stress minima alone with the Kato law. With a − b
constrained, the minimum misfit Kato law adopted Vc ∼ 7× 10−6 μm s−1. This reproduced the corresponding
Slip law fit to the stress minima (Figure 11a). The peak stress predictions for the Kato and Slip law fits were
also identical except for the longest high stiffness hold where the peak stress deviated wildly from the corre-
sponding Slip law prediction. Since the lowest slip rates accessed by the numerical models were∼10−6 μm s−1

(reached at the end of the longest high stiffness hold), the reslide following the longest high stiffness hold
was most sensitive to the exp(−V∕Vc) term (the time-dependent healing term) in the Kato law. For the other
holds V remained considerably larger than the Vc chosen by the fit. However, this leads to a sudden break in
the trend of the numerically predicted peak stresses for long hold durations which is unlike anything seen in
the data.

The Nagata law also reproduced the corresponding Slip law fits both with a − b constrained (Figure 11a)
and unconstrained (Figure 11b). As predicted in section 2.2, given that the Δ𝜇hold data are well explained
by the Slip law, they cannot constrain c to any better than a lower bound. This lower bound on c, given the
combination of stiffness and hold duration from the experiments, is around five both when a−b is constrained
and when it is unconstrained. The minimum misfit solutions adopt values of c which are more than an order of
magnitude larger. Figures 10a and 10b show that the quality of fits to the stress minima at these much larger
values of c is nearly indistinguishable from the best fits obtained in inversions where we constrained c = 10.
These fits are shown as dotted lines in Figures 11a and 11b. It is noteworthy that the parameters of these
Nagata law fits are related to the parameters of the corresponding Slip law fit in accordance with the scaling
relationships in equations (C27). Therefore, these numerical inversions validate our theoretical expectations
regarding the behavior of the Nagata law far below steady state.
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Figure 11. Kato and Nagata law fits to the Δ𝜇hold time series for the initially bare granite data from Beeler et al. [1994].
(a) Nagata law (dashed line) and Kato law (dash-dotted line) fits with a − b fixed at −0.0027. The corresponding Slip law
fit (solid line) from Figure 10a is plotted for reference; the fit to the stress minima by all three laws are identical. (b) Fits
without any constraint on a − b; the dashed lines show the Nagata law fits. Note that the stress minima are again
identical to the corresponding Slip law fit (solid line, from Figure 10b). Dotted lines show the best Nagata law fit for
c = 10. We did not attempt the corresponding fit with the Kato law, since the Slip law already provided an excellent fit
to the Δ𝜇hold data alone.

3.5. Jointly Fitting 𝚫𝝁peak and 𝚫𝝁hold

When fitting the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data jointly, the Kato law still chooses Vc values considerably smaller than
the imposed upper bound constraint 0.01 μm s−1. For example, in Figure 12a, the Kato law fit with a − b
constrained finds a value of Vc ∼ 3 × 10−5 μm s−1. However, V in the numerical models does drop to values
comparable to and smaller than Vc for some of the long high stiffness holds. This produces a fit different from
the corresponding Slip law fit due to sensitivity to the exp(−V∕Vc) term: less so for the stress minima but more
so for the peaks. Similar to the Kato law fit to the stress minima alone, this results in nonsmooth trends in the
numerically predicted stress peaks and minima which are inconsistent with the data.

When the peak stresses are included in the misfit calculations, the Nagata law c becomes constrained by a
tightly bound Gaussian posterior when a − b is fixed in the inversion. The minimum misfit and maximum
posterior solutions both agree on c ∼ 2.7. With a−b fixed; this Nagata law fit outperforms the corresponding
fits for all the other laws tested here (Figure 12a), and it does so with a value of c that is not far from the value of
2.0 obtained by Nagata et al. [2012] in their granite experiments. However, the peak stress evolution exhibits
significant stiffness dependence and the stiffness peak stress magnitude relationship is flipped with respect
to the data.

When the constraint on a − b is eased, the Nagata and Kato law best fits are identical both to each other and
to the corresponding Slip law fit. The Kato law chooses Vc ∼ 10−10 μm s−1, far below the lowest computed
slip speeds in the fits to the data, and the posterior for Vc is unbounded toward even smaller values. This is
expected if the best Kato law fit represents no improvement upon the corresponding Slip law fit. The Nagata
law posterior for c again becomes unconstrained as was the case for fitting the values of Δ𝜇hold alone. The
lower bound on c for reproducing the corresponding Slip law fit is around 10. We found fits practically identical
to this for c as large as 1000 by fixing c and varying a, b, and Dc. Fits for c = 10 (dotted curves) and c = 450
(the minimum misfit solution) are shown in Figure 12b.
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Figure 12. Kato and Nagata law fits to the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold time series from the initially bare granite data of Beeler
et al. [1994]. (a) Kato law (solid line) and Nagata law (dashed line) fits with a − b fixed at −0.0027. (B) Nagata law fit
(dashed line) to stress minima without any constraint on a − b; the solid lines show the corresponding Kato law fit. Note
that the nearly identical Kato and Nagata law fits in Figure 12b are also nearly identical to the corresponding Slip law fit
in Figure 10b. The dotted line shows the best Nagata law fit with the constraint c = 10.

4. Quartzite Data From Beeler et al. [1994]

In addition to the granite data discussed in the previous sections, the slide-hold-slide data set of Beeler et al.
[1994] contained quartzite data generated using the same experimental protocols. The only difference was
that the higher stiffness ks was slightly higher than its granite counterpart, around 0.08 μm−1. Before con-
cluding this study, we briefly discuss how the features of the quartzite data compare with our findings on the
granite reported in section 3.

The quartzite samples were found to be more rate weakening than their granite counterpart. We found a−b =
−0.0061 from fitting 1-order velocity steps performed during the same experimental run (Figures 13a–13c).
Fitting the velocity steps with the Slip law also suggests that a is no smaller than 0.012; in the absence of
any fit or choice of state evolution law, the transient excursions in Δ𝜇 in Figures 13a–13c require a ≳ 0.009.
The Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data for the initially bare quartzite are shown in Figure 13d. The hold durations range
from 3 to 104 s. Over this range of hold durations, the healing rate actually does not appear entirely stiffness
independent, especially for the longest holds. However, the peak stresses are noisier than for the granite data,
and Beeler et al. [1994] inferred slightly different peaks than in this study. If one ignores these deviations as
data noise, the healing rate is around 0.006.

For the Aging law-predicted peak stresses to match these data, b needs to be within a few percent of 0.006
(equation (7)). But given that the velocity steps constrain a − b ∼ −0.006 ∼ −b, this implies the nonphys-
ical condition that a ∼ 0, far lower than the absolute minimum bound of a ∼ 0.009. A similar, but less
severe, problem was pointed out with the Aging law fit toΔ𝜇peak values from the granite data (section 3.1 and
Figure 6).

When the constraint on a − b is relaxed, the best Aging law fit to the peak stresses is velocity strengthening
with a ∼ 0.009 and b ∼ 0.007 (Figure 13d). The best Slip law fit to the peak stresses, on the other hand,
is (nearly) identical to the best Slip law fit obtained by jointly fitting Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold. Interestingly, just as
for the granite data, this Slip law fit to the peak stresses is very similar to its Aging law counterpart, and the
predicted evolution of peak stresses with hold time is nearly stiffness independent.
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Figure 13. Summary of the important features of the quartzite data from Beeler et al. [1994]. (a–c) Fits to a sequence of
1 order steps with the servo-controlled stiffer setup. a − b = −0.0062, a ∼ 0.012. (d) Evolution of Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold time
series. Note that the healing rate is close to a − b. Solid line shows Aging law fit to peak stresses alone. Dashed lines
shows the Slip law fit to both Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold; note that this fit explains the peaks and the stress minima equally well.
(e) Fits to Δ𝜇hold with the Aging and Slip laws. Solid lines, Aging; dashed lines, Slip law without any constraint on a − b,
and dash-dotted lines, Slip law with a − b = −0.0061. Note that, just like the granite data, the stiffness dependence of
the stress relaxation is well modeled by the Slip law when a − b is not constrained.

Finally, Figure 13e shows the fits to theΔ𝜇hold data alone from the quartzite experiments. The stress relaxation
during the holds is strongly stiffness dependent just as it was for the granite data. And as with the correspond-
ing inversions on granite, the Aging law minimum misfit solution chose a∕b ∼ 1 with a too small Dc to exploit
the weak stiffness dependence of the velocity neutral Aging law trajectories. But even with these seemingly
unreasonable parameters, the stress relaxation rates in the fits had a demonstrably weaker stiffness depen-
dence than the data. On the other hand, the observed stiffness dependence of the stress relaxation was very
well captured by the Slip law. However, the Slip law fit which produced an excellent fit to the Δ𝜇hold data did
not do as good a job of fitting the full time series of stress relaxation during long holds as the corresponding
Slip law fit to the granite data. In particular, the higher stiffness stress relaxation time history was well fit while
the lower stiffness was not.

5. The Case for Additional Physics at Low Slip Rates: Nonconstant RSF Parameters

One enduring appeal of Aging law state evolution is that time-dependent healing has a clear, experimentally
supported, physical picture in the limit of a truly stationary interface: the growth of contact area with time
[Dieterich and Kilgore, 1994]. However, in view of the discussions above, the systematic lack of support for
the Aging law from long laboratory holds, and its clear refutation by large velocity step decreases, seems an
equally compelling argument against Aging law style time-dependent healing when the interface is sliding
far below steady state. From section C1, it is clear that the Aging law cannot explain the properties of friction
evolution observed during long laboratory holds with constant RSF parameters. Therefore, one way to rec-
oncile Aging law style time-dependent healing with laboratory hold data is to consider physical mechanisms
by which RSF parameters could vary at the low slip rates accessed at the end of long holds. As a first approxi-
mation, we restrict our discussion to only those physical mechanisms which could be modeled through rate
dependencies of a and/or b [Boettcher et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2001].
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Table 1. The Best Fitting Parameter Values From the Various Inversions of the Granite
Data From Beeler et al. [1994] Reported in the Papera

Law a b Dc (μm) c Vc (μm s−1)
Velocity stepsb A 0.0121 0.0148 3.10 - -

S 0.0117 0.0144 3.83 - -

Velocity stepsc A 0.0244 0.0269 2.23 - -

S 0.0230 0.0253 1.71 - -

Δ𝜇peak
d A 0.008 - 2.06 - -

Δ𝜇peak
e A 0.0093 0.01 0.60 - -

S 0.0161 0.0162 0.34 - -

Δ𝜇hold
d A 0.0320 - 3.18 - -

S 0.0166 - 5.69 - -

NS 1.678 - 0.06 97.54 -

KS 0.017 - 5.69 - 7 × 10−6

Δ𝜇hold
e A 0.0435 0.0402 0.69 - -

S 0.0261 0.0264 1.16 - -

NS 7.7667 7.7672 0.0041 300.0 -

Δ𝜇hold and Δ𝜇peak
d A 0.017 - 37.44 - -

S 0.019 - 5.70 - -

N 0.072 - 1.15 2.74 -

K 0.018 - 47.12 - 2.8 × 10−5

Δ𝜇hold and Δ𝜇peak
e A 0.0207 0.0160 4.51 - -

S 0.025 0.022 1.07 - -

NS 10.621 10.618 0.0023 450.0 -

KS 0.024 0.0210 1.04 - 1 × 10−10

aCapital letters denote the various state evolution laws: Aging (A), Slip (S), Nagata
(N), and Kato (K) laws.

bLow stiffness data better fit.
cHigh stiffness data better fit.
da − b = −0.0027.
ea − b is unconstrained.
SIdentical to corresponding Slip law fit.

Such an idea is not entirely without experimental motivation. For example, Marone and Saffer [2015] have
recently pointed out that Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data from simulated gouge show systematic dependencies on
Vs∕r which are not consistent with conventional RSF (with constant parameters) from the point of view of
dimensional analysis. One way to explain such systematic loading rate dependence is to add a second veloc-
ity scale to traditional RSF models, a particular example of such a modification being rate dependence of a
and/or b. In Appendix E, we explore two such choices of rate dependence, both of which were motivated by
the micromechanics of contacting asperities: (1) A strain rate dependence of a (constant b) derived from the
micromechanics of contact creep; (2) An effective rate dependence of a−b brought about by the inclusion of
(conventionally neglected) second-order terms in RSF. Both these modifications introduce (1) continual weak-
ening of the interface at progressively smaller slip rates even when the interface is velocity weakening at the
reference slip rate Vs∕r and (2) stiffness-dependent rates of stress relaxation during long holds, both desirable
properties in order for the Aging law to better fit the holds.

However, in actual inversions, neither of these modifications qualitatively improved the Aging law fits to
Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold. Surprisingly, at least one of these formulations (with a increasing logarithmically with
decreasing slip rate) actually improved the Slip law fit to the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data from the granite experi-
ments. Additionally, this Slip law fit adopted physically reasonable values for the extra parameters introduced
due to the rate dependence of a (Figure E1). However, since our choice of these modifications are clearly not
exhaustive, this exercise does not rule out the possibility that some other formulation of rate-dependent RSF
parameters could address the lack of experimental support for the Aging law.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

Over the last two decades, the observation that Δ𝜇peak increases linearly with log hold time, with a slope
that is independent of the apparatus stiffness, has been cited as a major experimental support for the Aging
law. This inferred support is based on two, fairly general, properties of the Aging law expected to be impor-
tant for long holds: (1) The rate of state evolution far below steady state is independent of stiffness (time
dominates slip), and (2) the change in log state between the start of the reslide and peak stress is indepen-
dent of hold duration [Beeler et al., 1994]. However, it is important to recognize that the Slip law too can
produce log linear and stiffness-independent increase in peak stress for a more limited range of parameters.
Such stiffness-independent healing rates (𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold) with the Slip law occur when the increased healing
associated with the lower stiffness apparatus is offset by the greater state evolution, for that lower stiffness,
between the start of the reside and peak stress.

Therefore, to better test the two laws using Δ𝜇peak data alone, one must fit the actual data and not just the
healing rate for large hold times. As additional constraints, one can also ask how consistent the parameter
values are with inferences from the velocity step tests performed during the same experimental run, a − b
being the most reliable and reproducible estimate for this purpose. With this independent constraint on a−b,
the Aging law healing rate, b, required to match the Δ𝜇peak data of Beeler et al. [1994] was found to be sys-
tematically too small to accommodate realistic values of a. In particular, for the quartzite data, we found
b − a ∼ b ∼ 0.006 which implied a ∼ 0, whereas the absolute minimum lower bound from velocity steps
was a ∼ 0.009. When the constraint on a − b was relaxed, we were able to obtain comparably good Aging
and Slip law fits to Δ𝜇peak for both the granite and quartzite data. For the granite data, these best fits adopted
slightly velocity-weakening parameters (a − b = −0.0001 for Slip, −0.0007 for Aging from Table 1) which are
an order of magnitude smaller than the a − b ∼ −0.0027 derived from the velocity steps. For the quartzite
data, these best fits yield values of a − b ∼ 0.002 (velocity strengthening) for both laws which is inconsistent
with the results of velocity steps (velocity weakening; a−b ∼ −0.006). The values of Dc adopted by both laws
for these fits were also an order of magnitude smaller than those estimated from velocity steps (see Table 1).
However, the values of a adopted by the best Slip law fits to Δ𝜇peak data were always consistent with those
obtained from the fits to the velocity steps, while the corresponding Aging law fits systematically underesti-
mated a. On this basis, we conclude that the Δ𝜇peak data of Beeler et al. [1994] are fit marginally better by the
Slip law than by the Aging law and that there is no good evidence from their peak stress data alone that fault
healing in rock is time dependent.

We also note that there are fundamental problems with the arguments that tie 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold to state evolu-
tion during the hold. In particular, the linear relationship between 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold and 𝜕𝜃hold∕𝜕thold expressed
in equation (6) is contingent upon assuming either negligible or hold duration-independent log state
evolution across the reslide, prior to peak stress. Optical observations of real contact area change across
reslides [Dieterich and Kilgore, 1994] and fault normal closure (a proxy for log state) data collected during the
experiments of Beeler et al. [1994] (Appendix B) both independently suggest that these assumptions are likely
not to be satisfied in laboratory slide-hold-slides. Additionally, the property of the Aging law that allows it to
satisfy equation (6) is linear slip weakening far above steady state, behavior that is obviously violated by large
velocity step increase experiments.

However, it is also worth pointing out that, even though the Slip law predicts hold duration-dependent state
evolution across the reslides (Figure A2), it needs unreasonably small values of Dc to make 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold

effectively stiffness independent (Figures 6b and 13d). Since the Slip law predicts that the holds with the
lower stiffness setup accrue more state compared to their higher stiffness counterparts of the same duration,
the stiffness independence of 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold (or equivalently 𝜕𝜃peak∕𝜕thold) requires that more state is lost
across the reslide for the lower stiffness apparatus. Even though smaller stiffness naturally leads to more state
evolution across the reslide, Figure 7a shows that the amount of loss of state (across the reslide) necessary to
produce stiffness-independent 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold requires these unreasonably small values of Dc (Figure 7d).

Given this uncertainty regarding the extent of state evolution across the reslide, prior to peak stress, using
Δ𝜇peak as a proxy for state at the end of the hold is problematic. A more direct way of constraining state
evolution during the holds is to fit the stress data from the holds themselves. To do this in a straightforward
way requires assuming that the RSF parameters remain constant even at slip speeds orders of magnitude
below those typically accessed during velocity step tests, and this proposition is difficult to test. But given this
assumption, it is clear the Slip law provides a far superior fit to the hold data. The most prominent features of
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the Δ𝜇hold values are that (1) they decay quasi-linearly with log hold time out to the longest holds and (2) the
rate of decay depends strongly on machine stiffness. Both features are consistent with our analytical results
for the Slip law. In contrast, under the Aging law, we have shown analytically that the rate of decay of stress
with log hold time is independent of stiffness, and moreover, for velocity-weakening surfaces (which we know
the granite and quartzite to be, based on velocity step tests on the same samples), the stress does not decay
with log hold time but asymptotes to a constant value (a direct result of the continued healing even at low
slip speeds). Furthermore, for granite, the Slip law can fit the Δ𝜇hold data reasonably well even when a − b is
constrained to the value estimated from the velocity step data (Figure 8a). For quartzite this is not the case,
but the Δ𝜇hold data can be well modeled by a velocity-neutral surface (Figure 13e). This issue of velocity steps
and slide-hold-slides requiring significantly different a − b values to be fit has also been reported by Marone
and Saffer [2015] for slide-hold-slide experiments on simulated gouge. However, given this freedom on a− b,
they too find the Slip law to be more consistent with their data than the Aging law [Marone and Saffer, 2015].

When the Δ𝜇hold and Δ𝜇peak values for granite are fit simultaneously with no constraint from the velocity
step tests, the Slip law does far better than the Aging law, primarily because the Aging law cannot satisfy
the stiffness-dependent rate of stress relaxation during the holds (Figure 10b). The Slip law fit is quite good
even though the rate of strengthening (Δ𝜇peak) is not strictly linear with log hold time. The Slip law does well
enough that the best Kato and Nagata fits, even with their extra parameter (Vc or c, respectively), choose
values for that parameter that make their fits indistinguishable from that of the Slip law (Figure 12b). The
unconstrained Slip law fit to the quartzite data is also very good. However, these Slip law fits to both the
granite and quartzite data are velocity strengthening. When forced to use the velocity-weakening a − b from
the velocity steps, the Slip law does not do very well (Figure 10a for granite; Figure 13e for quartzite). The best
fitting law under these conditions is (for granite) the Nagata law with c ∼ 2.7, not far from the value advocated
by Nagata et al. [2012], although this fit is still not very good. In view of these observations, it seems fair to
say that none of the state evolution laws considered in this study can fit all of the slide-hold-slide data well,
especially when a − b is constrained independently by velocity steps, but the Slip law does the best job with
the minimum number of parameters.

One way to reconcile Aging law style time-dependent healing with the strongly stiffness-dependent rates
of stress relaxation is to allow the RSF parameters to vary as functions of the variables of interest, e.g., slip
rate, state, and shear stress. It is very difficult to test this hypothesis within an inversion framework, primar-
ily because it is challenging to come up with an exhaustive list of such modifications to RSF parameters. We,
somewhat arbitrarily, chose two such constitutive relations which introduced strain rate dependencies to
either a (b constant) or a−b. However, these modifications did not improve the Aging law fits to the peaks and
stress minima from the granite data (Appendix E). Instead, the model with strain rate-dependent a improved
the Slip law fit to Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold with reasonable values of the extra parameters. But the strain rate depen-
dence on a−b derived from this Slip law fit failed to match the values of a−b inferred from the velocity steps
near Vs∕r. Whether some other formulation of variations in a, b, and Dc (with slip rate or any other relevant
variable) can indeed reconcile Aging law style time-dependent healing with laboratory friction data remains
an open question.

Given the above, we conclude that the slide-hold-slide data of Beeler et al. [1994] provide better support for
the Slip law than for the Aging law. When viewed in conjunction with the fact that large velocity step decreases
show unambiguous support for slip-dependent rather than time-dependent healing (Figure 1), the Slip law’s
successes in fitting the stress relaxation during long holds also represents an important step toward alleviating
the apparent contradictions between the inferences drawn from velocity step and slide-hold-slide data. In
doing so, our results suggest that state evolution far below steady state, and hence the underlying physics,
is likely to be controlled by dominantly slip-dependent processes. However, it is important to remember that
even the longest holds considered in this study are far from physical conditions under which contact scale
slip has totally ceased (the best Slip law fit to the longest holds predicts V ∼ 10−6 μm −1 for the high stiffness
setup). Therefore, the extent to which the conclusions of this study are relevant to state evolution on “truly
stationary” interfaces is uncertain. That frictional healing continues with increase with hold duration even for
(nearly) stationary interfaces, albeit at a much reduced rate, has been observed from “zero” shear stress holds
on rock [Nakatani and Mochizuki, 1996] and glass [Bureau et al., 2002]. While these findings indicate some
intrinsic time dependence of healing for stationary contacts, they also suggest that shear loading/slip greatly
promotes frictional healing.
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Our findings might also be interpreted as a conceptual challenge to the widely accepted view that changes
in the “state” variable, as formulated in RSF, are due to contact area creep [Linker and Dieterich, 1992;
Baumberger and Caroli, 2006]. In fact, such an interpretation of the state variable is often used to tie Aging
law style time-dependent healing to the logarithmic in time growth of stationary contacts directly observed
in the see-through experiments of Dieterich and Kilgore [1994]. But the dominant slip dependence of heal-
ing observed in this study, even at slip rates as low as 10−4 − 10−6 μ m s−1, seems to imply that such
time-dependent growth of contact area need not necessarily translate to strictly time-dependent evolution of
state. One possible solution to this conundrum is to postulate that state is more than just the “quantity” of con-
tact area; that the proper description of state evolution needs to take into account the “quality” of the contact
as well. Such a hypothesis immediately rules out any a priori expectation, based on friction data alone, for the
state variable to represent log time healing in its constitutive equation. Contact “quality” could be related to
the strength of bonds [Li et al., 2011; Liu and Szlufarska, 2012] or some other aspect of contact rheology [Bureau
et al., 2002]. Since state evolution seems to be dominantly slip dependent across the slip rates accessed by
traditional velocity step tests and SHS experiments, it seems reasonable to imagine that contact quality is a
function of slip, possibly along with time. However, the observation that static friction has been observed to
grow as the logarithm of hold duration even when preceded by holds at (near) zero shear stresses [Nakatani
and Mochizuki, 1996; Bureau et al., 2002] seems to suggest that below some critical slip rate, either the hith-
erto (primarily) slip-dependent contact “quality” switches to a time-dependent regime or contact “quantity”
becomes the dominant contributor to frictional strength.

Finally, it is important to recognize that none of the state evolution laws discussed in this study seem to
be able to fit the whole range of friction experiments with the same set of a, b, and Dc; in this sense none
of these evolution laws can be claimed to be the “correct” description of laboratory friction data. While the
design of that correct state evolution law should preferably start with a first-principles understanding of the
physics and chemistry of the sliding surface, an alternative approach might be to find an empirical law that
fits most of the data, and to use that law as motivation for developing a first-principles justification of what
is happening on the surface. Given that it does a good job of matching the stress data from large velocity
step increases, decreases, and load point holds, it appears that the Slip law might be considered a reasonable
starting point.

Appendix A: Evolution of Aging Law State Between Beginning of Reslide
and Peak Stress
In section 2.1.1 we pointed out that the relationship between Δ𝜇peak and 𝜃hold represented by equation (6)
requires the assumption that the magnitude of Δ ln(𝜃) is independent of hold duration. Mathematically, this
assumption implies

𝜕Δ ln 𝜗
𝜕 ln thold

= 0, (A1)

where 𝜗 = Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc is defined as dimensionless state and Δ ln 𝜗 is the change in the logarithm of dimension-
less state between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress. We will show in this section that equation (A1)
is approximately true for the Aging law under fairly nonrestrictive conditions.

To begin, we note that during the initial portion of the reslide after a long hold, the sliding velocity increases
and state continues to increase under the Aging law until V𝜃∕Dc = 1. At V𝜃∕Dc = 1, state reaches its peak
value and begins to decrease as V𝜃∕Dc increases further. For any net decrease in state to occur between the
end of the hold and peak stress upon reslide, the decrease in state that commences with V𝜃∕Dc > 1 must first
erase the increase in state during the initial portions of the reslide. Therefore, only those portions of the reslide
that satisfy V𝜃∕Dc > 1 (in the Aging law formulation) can contribute to Δ ln(𝜗) ≤ 0. Our principal assumption
is that most of this net decrease in ln 𝜗 occurs when the interface is sliding far above steady state, i.e., �̇� ≈
−V𝜃∕Dc. Note that the “dot symbol over 𝜃” operator signifies derivatives with respect to dimensional time t
everywhere in this article.

Under these conditions, the nondimensional form for the evolution of ln 𝜗 is

d ln(𝜗)
dT

= − , (A2)
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Figure A1. (a) Plots of ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) at the end of the hold (solid lines) and at peak stress (dashed lines) for the set of
Aging law numerical simulations from Figure 3. Red colors represent the low stiffness simulations, blue, the high
stiffness. a = 0.009, b = 0.01, and Dc = 3.0 μm. (b) The same as Figure A1 but now the dashed lines show
ln(Vs∕r𝜃peak∕Dc) − Δ ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) where Δ ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) is the analytical estimate of the (negative) change in state
between beginning of reslide and peak stress from equation (A8). The approximation becomes better for longer hold
times.

where T = tVs∕r∕Dc and  = V∕Vs∕r. Combining equation (A2) with the time derivative of equation (10) in its
nondimensional form leads to the following nonlinear ODE for  :

d
dT

− K = (𝛽 − K)2, (A3)

where K = kDc∕a and 𝛽 = b∕a. Note that k is the apparatus stiffness normalized by the normal stress
applied on the interface as in equation (10). This is a Bernoulli nonlinear ODE which can be solved by standard
methods. The solution is

 =
[
(1 − 𝛽∕K) − C exp(−KT)

]−1
, (A4)

where the constant of integration C is

C = −
[−1

i + (𝛽∕K − 1)
]
, (A5)

with i being the initial value of  . We argue later that the precise functional form of i is not important in
evaluating Δ ln(𝜗) as long as we can assume certain properties for it. Using equations (A2) and (A5), we can
derive the following expression for Δ ln(𝜗)

Δ ln(𝜗) = − ∫
Tpeak

0

i exp(KT)
(1 − 𝛽∕K)i[exp(KT) − 1] + 1

dT ,

= − 1
K − 𝛽

ln
{
(1 − 𝛽∕K)i

[
exp(KTpeak) − 1

]
+ 1

}
,

(A6)

where Tpeak is the nondimensional time at peak stress. Noting that  = 1 at Tpeak, we can use equation (A4) to
derive the following expression for exp(KTpeak):

exp(KTpeak) − 1 = K
𝛽

[−1
i − 1

]
. (A7)
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Figure A2. Plots of ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) at the end of the hold (solid lines) and at peak stress (dashed lines) for the set of Slip
law numerical simulations from Figure 3. Red colors represent the low stiffness simulations, blue, the high stiffness.
a = 0.009, b = 0.01, and Dc = 3.0 μm. Note that the peak friction for each individual stiffness is quasi-linear with log of
hold time with a stiffness-dependent healing rate. However, the healing rates for the Slip law are less than ln thold which
is shown for comparison. Also, at least for the lower stiffness simulations, 𝜕∕𝜕thold

[
ln(𝜃hold)

]
is clearly different from

𝜕∕𝜕thold
[
ln(𝜃peak)

]
.

If we assume that i ≪ 1 (i.e., V𝜃∕Dc ≫ 1 first occurs at slip rates orders of magnitude below the load point
velocity), then using equations (A6) and (A7) we have

Δ ln(𝜗) =
ln(K∕𝛽)
𝛽 − K

. (A8)

This equation represents the formal proof of the conjecture in equation (A1) under the assumptions stated
above. Note that Δ ln(𝜗) as expressed by equation (A8) is always negative. Also, for 𝛽 → K , the expression for
Δ ln(𝜗) simplifies to

lim
𝛽→K

Δ ln(𝜗) = −K−1 ≈ −𝛽−1. (A9)

In order to show that our analytical results can indeed explain our numerical results, we use our numerical
estimates of 𝜃hold and 𝜃peak from the set of simulations in Figure 3. Figure A1 shows that when the analytical
estimate of the change in state between the end of the hold and peak stress following reslide (equation (A8))
is subtracted from the numerically predicted curves for 𝜃peak, the curves for 𝜃hold (solid lines) and the adjusted
𝜃peak (dashed lines) line up with each other for sufficiently long holds. The approximate analytical solution in
equation (A8) begins to agree with numerical estimates of Δ ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) at smaller hold times for the stiffer
apparatus than for the lower stiffness case. For comparison, we show the corresponding numerical results
for the Slip law in Figure A2. With the Slip law, the simulations with the lower stiffness spring clearly show
that Δ ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) is not independent of hold time; i.e., equation (A1) is not generally true for the Slip law
even at long hold times. Therefore, while the rate of peak stress evolution with respect to thold can be used
as a proxy for the rate of log state evolution at the end of the hold for the Aging law, the same is not true for
the Slip law.

It is also important to note that the theoretically predicted hold duration independence of Δ ln(𝜗) under the
Aging law is a direct consequence of its linear slip-weakening behavior far above steady state (equation (A2)).
As pointed out in section 2.1.1, linear slip weakening has zero support from large velocity step increase experi-
ments on initially bare rock and simulated gouge. Therefore, the property of the Aging law that allows us to use
simple analytical expectations like equation (6) to interpret SHS data seem unlikely to withstand experimental
scrutiny.
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Appendix B: Is State Evolution Between the Beginning of the Reslide and Peak Stress
Independent of Hold Duration?

In section 2.1.2, we argued that the stiffness independence of 𝜕Δ𝜇peak∕𝜕thold observed in the data of Beeler
et al. [1994] could be unambiguously tied to (Aging law style) time-dependent healing during the holds only if
either of the following two conditions were satisfied: (1) The magnitude of state evolution between the onset
of the reslide and peak stress (denoted by Δ ln(𝜗) from hereon) is a small fraction of the state accrued during
the hold and (2) if, instead, Δ ln(𝜗) is non-negligible, then it must be nearly independent of hold duration
for long holds. In Appendix A, we showed that assumption (2) is theoretically true for the Aging law under
fairly general circumstances. In this appendix, we use continuous measurements of normal displacement as
a proxy for (log) state to qualitatively ascertain whether these assumptions were likely to be satisfied during
the slide-hold-slide experiments of Beeler et al. [1994].

Fault normal displacement (closure) measurements, if relatively uncontaminated by bulk strains, are expected
to track deformations occurring within the frictional interface [Beeler and Tullis, 1997; Nagata et al., 2014].
Imagining these interface deformations as due to the plowing of an anelastic substrate by rigid asperities,
Beeler and Tullis [1997] suggested that closure scales linearly with contact area (e.g., for asperities with spher-
ical tips, contact area = 𝜋 × tip radius × closure) and hence log state. In the granite experiments of Beeler
et al. [1994], closure (expressed as positive for compaction here) is observed to increase during velocity

Figure B1. Plots of total change in closure measured (in μm) since the beginning of the hold (red in Figure B1a, blue in
Figure B1b) and corresponding shear stress changes (in green) during the reslide following a 104 s holds for (a) the
natural stiffness apparatus and (b) the stiffer apparatus. The vertical black dashed lines are plotted as a visual aid to
locate peak stress. (c) Evolution of the change in closure during the hold (circles) with thold (positive changes denote
compaction). Also shown is the evolution of the dilation between the end of the hold and peak stress (squares) with
thold. (d) The amount of slip occurring between the end of the hold and peak stress (Δ𝛿peak) plotted as a function
of ln thold. Red colors represent the low and blue, the high stiffness data for all plots. Note that the change in closure
between the onset of the reslide and peak stress is a significant fraction of the total change during the hold. Also, Δ𝛿n
clearly evolves with ln thold for both stiffnesses.
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decreases and holds and decrease across reslides or velocity increases mimicking the expected behavior of
state [Beeler and Tullis, 1997 and Figures B1a and B1b]. This lends some credence to the proposed closure-log
state relationship.

In Figure B1c, we plot the changes in closure, Δ𝛿n, during holds and across reslides from the granite experi-
ments. During holds, the closure data shows stiffness-independent linear growth with log hold time similar to
the observed stiffness independence of the peak stress evolution. Beeler and Tullis [1997] noted that this was
consistent with the expected behavior of state under Aging law style time-dependent healing.

Figure B1c further shows data for the change in closure between the beginning of the reslide and peak stress.
It is clear that this change in closure is a considerable fraction of the increase in closure during the preceding
holds. Additionally, Figure B1d shows that this change in closure is accompanied by at least a couple microns
of slip independent of stiffness which is clearly significant relative to Dc of a few microns. Therefore, it seems
unlikely that Δ ln(𝜗) is a negligible fraction of the increase in log state during the preceding holds.

Figure B1c also shows that the change in closure across the reslide is a function of hold duration, this is incon-
sistent with the predictions of Aging law state evolution if closure is indeed a linear proxy for log state. Notably,
Dieterich and Kilgore [1994] have shown (their Figure 7) that (optically observed) contact area loss across
reslides following long holds on transparent acrylic and glass samples is also non-negligible and hold dura-
tion dependent. These observations bring into question the validity of assumption (2) in relation to laboratory
friction data.

Therefore, we conclude that the assumptions under which the stiffness independence of the healing rate
can be interpreted as support for Aging law style time-dependent healing during holds are most likely not
satisfied during typical laboratory experiments. However, if closure is indeed linearly related to log state,
then Figures B1c and B1d jointly show that Δ ln(𝜗) is larger, even though the corresponding slip is con-
sistently smaller, for the higher stiffness spring. Also, the rate of increase in Δ𝛿n across the reslide with
hold duration seems to be nominally stiffness independent. These observations suggest a lack of correla-
tion between Δ ln(𝜗) and slip which is not consistent with the Slip law either. In fact, assuming that the
stiffness-independent rate of increase in Δ𝛿n across the reslide to be a linear proxy for Δ ln(𝜗), one could still
tie the observed stiffness independence of healing rates to time-dependent healing. But none of the state
evolution laws considered here share this property of the closure data.

Appendix C: Analytical Behavior of Aging, Slip, and Nagata Law State Evolution
During Long Holds

As explained in the main text, frictional healing during laboratory slide-hold-slides has traditionally been
understood in terms of the peak friction after the reload. To use Δ𝜇hold as an additional constraint to dif-
ferentiate between state evolution laws, it is also important to understand the time evolution of the stress
minima. With reference to the Beeler et al. [1994] data, of particular importance is understanding the stiffness
dependence of the evolution of friction during long holds. In this appendix we develop a detailed analytical
framework to address this issue for the Aging, Slip, and Nagata laws.

C1. Aging Law Long Holds
Ranjith and Rice [1998] (RR98) derived analytical solutions for stress as a function of slip rate during Aging law
holds (the solutions for Vlp = 0 in section 4 of their paper). These can be used to gain insight into the behavior
of the stress minima at the end of holds. The approach adopted by RR98 is to eliminate the state variable and
time from the system of equations and solve for phase plane trajectories defined by nondimensional changes
in stress 𝜓 (= (𝜇 − 𝜇0)∕a) and slip rate 𝜙 (= ln(V∕V0)), where the subscript 0 denotes an arbitrary reference
state. In what follows, we choose the reference state to be steady state at the reslide rate Vs∕r . RR98 derived
these trajectories for two regimes of machine stiffnesses,

(1) K ≠ Kcr ∶

exp
[
𝜙

(
1 − 1

𝛽

)]
=
[

U
K𝛽

exp
{
−𝜓

K
(𝛽 − 1 − K)

}
+ 1
𝛽 − 1 − K

]
(𝛽 − 1) exp

(
−𝜓
𝛽

)
,

(C1a)

(2) K = Kcr ∶

exp
[
𝜙

(
1 − 1

𝛽

)]
= 1
𝛽
(U + 𝜓𝛽) exp

(
−𝜓
𝛽

)
,

(C1b)
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where K = kDc∕a, 𝛽 = b∕a, U is a parameter specifying a particular trajectory fixed by initial conditions, and
Kcr = 𝛽 − 1 is the scaled critical stiffness for instability [Ranjith and Rice, 1998]. It follows from equation (C1)
that for any load point hold commencing from steady state (𝜓 = 𝜙 = 0), we have

U = 𝛽K2

(K + 1 − 𝛽)(𝛽 − 1)
, K ≠ Kcr and (C2a)

U = 𝛽, K = Kcr. (C2b)

These are the appropriate values of U for all the holds being analyzed in this study.

RR98 claimed that in the limit of long hold times (𝜙 = ln(V∕V0) → −∞), all the trajectories in equation (C1)
predict that the dimensionless friction 𝜓 → −∞ (their equation (32)), but this is the case only for
velocity-strengthening surfaces. We show here that for velocity-weakening materials (𝛽 = b∕a> 1), 𝜓
approaches a constant value as 𝜙 → −∞. To do this, we first point out that for 𝜙 → −∞ and 𝛽 > 1, the
left-hand side of equation (C1a) approaches zero. This implies

lim
𝜙→−∞

[
U

K𝛽
exp

{
−𝜓

K
(𝛽 − 1 − K)

}
+ 1
𝛽 − 1 − K

]
(𝛽 − 1) exp

(
−𝜓
𝛽

)
= 0, 𝛽 > 1. (C3)

For a finite value of 𝜓 , equation (C3) shows that for any U and 𝛽 > 1

lim
𝜙→−∞

𝜓 =
[

K
K + 1 − 𝛽

ln
{
𝛽

U

(
K

K + 1 − 𝛽

)}]
. (C4)

For load point holds from steady state, using the expression for U from equation (C2a), this implies

lim
𝜙→−∞

𝜓 =
[

K
K + 1 − 𝛽

ln
(
𝛽 − 1

K

)]
, 𝛽 > 1, (C5)

which is a negative constant for all values of K+1−𝛽 . This constant value of friction depends on the parameter
𝛽 and the normalized stiffness K .

For 𝛽 < 1, unlike equation (C3), the left-hand side of equation (C1a) diverges exponentially for long hold times
(𝜙 → −∞). Since 𝛽 − 1 and 𝛽 − K − 1 are both negative, the only asymptotic form of equation (C1a) that is
consistent with both the left-hand side going to +∞ and 𝜓 < 0 is the following:

lim
𝜙→−∞

exp

[
𝜙

(
1 − 1

𝛽

)]
= 𝛽 − 1
𝛽 − 1 − K

exp

(
−𝜓
𝛽

)
, 𝛽 < 1. (C6)

Upon rearrangement, we have for long hold times

lim
𝜙→−∞

𝜓 = 𝛽 ln

(
𝛽 − 1

𝛽 − 1 − K

)
− 𝜙(𝛽 − 1), 𝛽 < 1. (C7)

Therefore, for velocity-strengthening parameters, the Aging law predicts a stiffness-independent linear
decrease in shear stress with ln(V). We can use equation (C7) to express 𝜓 as a function of hold time making
use of the quasi-static force balance and the fact that at the end of long holds the Aging law state variable
𝜃 ≈ thold:

lim
𝜙→−∞

𝜓 ≈ ln

(
𝛽 − 1

𝛽 − 1 − K

)
− (𝛽 − 1) ln

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)
, 𝛽 < 1, (C8)

where we have used the Aging law identity 𝜓 = 𝜙 + 𝛽 ln(Vs∕rthold∕Dc) for long holds. Equations (C5) and (C8)
were used to produce the dashed lines in Figures 4a and 4c.

RR98 did not solve for trajectories for a velocity-neutral Aging law. However, their integrating function
(equation (21) in RR98) can be modified (i.e., substitute 𝛽 = 1) to solve for the phase trajectories corresponding
to 𝛽 = 1 for a stationary load point:

U = K𝜙 + 𝜓(1 − K) + exp(−𝜓), Kcr = 0 ≠ K (C9)
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where U = 1 for holds from steady state. Given the form of equation (C9), we derive an asymptotic expression
by recognizing that consistent solutions for 𝜙 → −∞ require that 𝜓 acquire very large negative values, for
which the exponential term would dominate the linear term:

𝜓 ≈ − ln
[

1 + 𝛽K ln
(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)]
, thold >

Dc

Vs∕r
exp

(
− 1
𝛽K

)
. (C10)

Here we have again assumed the time-dependent healing limit for the Aging law (𝜃 ≈ thold) similar to
equation (C8). Equation (C10) was used to plot the dashed lines in Figure 4b.

What is noteworthy from both equations (C5) and (C8) is that the Aging law predicts stiffness-independent
rate of stress relaxation for both velocity-weakening and velocity-strengthening parameter combinations
(Figures 4a and 4c). For the velocity-neutral case, the stress relaxation has a weak logarithmic dependence on
stiffness, which becomes progressively weaker as the hold duration increases (Figure 4b).

C2. Slip Law Long Holds
Our analysis in this section borrows the phase plane trajectories for Slip law holds derived by Gu et al. [1984].
The Slip law trajectory for a stationary load point is

(𝛽 − 1)𝜙 = U exp
(
−𝛽 − 1

K
𝜓

)
− 𝜓 + K𝛽

𝛽 − 1
, (C11)

where all symbols are identical to Appendix C1 and we choose the reference state to be steady state at the
reslide rate Vs∕r . Equation (C11) implies that for any hold starting from steady state (𝜓 = 𝜙 = 0),

U = − K𝛽
𝛽 − 1

. (C12)

To express 𝜓 as an explicit function of 𝜙, we need to solve the exponential-polynomial equation in
equation (C11). To do this, recognize that equation (C11) represents a special class of exponential-polynomial
equation which can be rewritten in the following standard form:

− p𝛽 exp(−p𝛽) = −𝛽𝜈−𝛽 , (C13)

where

p = exp
(
−𝛽 − 1

K
𝜓

)
, (C14a)

𝜈 = exp
[

1 − (𝛽 − 1)2

K𝛽
𝜙

]
. (C14b)

Exponential-polynomial equations of the form of equation (C13) can be converted to an expression for 𝜓 as
follows:

𝜓 = − K
𝛽 − 1

ln
[
−

Wi(−𝛽𝜈−𝛽 )
𝛽

]
, i = −1, 0 for 𝛽 ≷ 1, (C15)

where Wi are the real branches of the Lambert-W function [Lambert, 1758; Euler, 1783; Corless et al., 1996]. The
Lambert-W function is analytic for real values in the interval [−e−1,∞). Using equation (C14), one can show
that −𝛽𝜈−𝛽 ∈ (−e−1, 0) for 𝜙 < 0 (see Figure C1a) and increases in value as 𝜙 decreases to larger negative
values. W has two real branches in the interval [−e−1, 0] with the branch point at e−1, the increasing prin-
cipal branch, W0, and the decreasing auxiliary branch, W−1 (see Figure C1b) [Corless et al., 1996]. Therefore,
the physical requirement of 𝜓 < 0 is satisfied only if the velocity-weakening solutions lie along W−1 while
the velocity-strengthening solutions lie along W0. It is also worth pointing out that these closed form solu-
tions for 𝜓 in terms of the Lambert-W are exact and standard numerical implementations of the Lambert-W
(e.g., the package in ) reproduce numerically derived results (see Figures C2a and C2c).

One limitation of expressing 𝜓 as a function of 𝜙 is that 𝜙 is itself an unknown function of time during
holds. Therefore, it seems reasonable to ask if we can develop at least an approximate relationship between
𝜙 and our independent variable thold in the limit of long hold durations as we did for the Aging law. To derive
such an approximation, we note that when 𝜙 assumes large negative values (for long holds), it is reasonable
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Figure C1. (a) The argument of the Lambert W function in equation (C15) for velocity-weakening (red) and
velocity-strengthening (blue) parameter combinations and K = 1 (dashed lines) and K = 10 (solid lines). The black
dashed line shows e−1. (b) The branches of Lambert W, principal in blue (W0) and auxiliary in red (W−1), for real-valued
arguments, the branch point is e−1. Note that as 𝜙 decreases during holds, −𝛽𝜈−𝛽 increases from closer to e−1 to closer
to 0. The velocity-weakening trajectories for Slip law holds follow the auxiliary branch W−1, while the velocity
strengthening trajectories follow the principal branch W0.

to approximate Slip law state as evolving much slower than slip rate. To formalize this statement mathemati-
cally, we first denote Φ = ln(Vs∕r𝜃∕Dc) and T = Vs∕rt∕Dc. We note the following properties of the evolution of
Φ under the Slip law:

1. Steady state prior to the hold, we have Φ = 0, below steady state during the hold dΦ∕dT > 0.
2. The Slip law, reformulated in terms of 𝜙,Φ, and T as dΦ∕dT = − exp (𝜙) [𝜙 + Φ] [Gu et al., 1984], implies

dΦ∕dT remains bounded everywhere in the interval𝜙 ∈ [0,−∞] (since exp(𝜙) decays much faster than𝜙).
3. It follows from the previous property that dΦ∕dT → 0 as 𝜙→ −∞.

These properties imply that Φ at the end of a long hold must be a positive finite quantity. Therefore, far below
steady state, when V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1 or equivalently Φ + 𝜙 ≪ 0, the inequality |Φ| ≪ |𝜙| must be approximately
true. Therefore, the limit V𝜃∕Dc ≪ 1 might be considered equivalent to |Φ|≪ |𝜙|:

lim|Φ|≪|𝜙| dΦ
dT

= lim|Φ|≪|𝜙|− exp (𝜙) [𝜙 + Φ] = − exp (𝜙)𝜙. (C16)

On the other hand, rewriting equation (10) in terms of 𝜙, T , and K we have d𝜓∕dT = −K exp(𝜙) under the
condition that Vlp = 0 during holds. Finally, using this expression for d𝜓∕dT in the quasi-static force balance
equation,

d𝜓
dT

= −K exp(𝜙) = d𝜙
dT

+ 𝛽 dΦ
dT

,

one can use equation (C16) to solve for 𝜙 in terms of the exponential integral function Ei.

A simpler expression for 𝜙 can be derived under the more restrictive assumption 𝛽dΦ∕dT ≪ d𝜙∕dT
(appropriate for large negative values of 𝜙 encountered during long holds)

𝜙 = − ln

[
K

{Vs∕r

Dc
(thold − ti)

}]
+ 𝜙i, thold > ti,

≈ − ln
[

K

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)]
, thold ≫ ti, |𝜙|≫ |𝜙i|, (C17)
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Figure C2. Evolution of frictional strength under the Slip law during a long hold (∼105 s) for different values of the normalized stiffness, K = 1 (blue), 10 (ochre),
and 100 (green), and different values of 𝛽 . (a) Velocity weakening, 𝛽 = 2; (b) velocity neutral, 𝛽 = 1; and (c) velocity strengthening, 𝛽 = 0.5. The solid color lines
are the numerically integrated values of 𝜓 . The black dashed lines are the exact analytical solutions for 𝜓 derived using the numerical predictions of 𝜙 from the
simulations. For 𝛽 ≠ 1 the solutions are represented by the branches of the Lambert W function (equation (C15)), and for 𝛽 = 1 these are the parabolic
trajectories given in equation (C26).

where 𝜙i is the value of 𝜙 at the beginning of the integration interval ti . In arriving at the approximation in
equation (C17), we have assumed the hold time is long enough to drop ti and 𝜙 large enough to drop 𝜙i .
This approximation increases in precision with increasing stiffness and decreasing 𝛽 . Additionally, because
the constants being dropped are additive, the rate of evolution of 𝜙 as given by equation (C17), when valid,
is always a better approximation than its value for the same combination of relevant parameters.

Equation (C17) shows that it is possible to reframe the evolution of 𝜓 in equation (C15) as a function of
hold time. With 𝜈 expressed as the function of ln(thold) in equation (C17), the evolution of 𝜓 expressed in
equation (C15) is approximate with the evolution rate being better approximated than the actual value of 𝜓
for small stiffnesses and finite holds due to reasons outlined in the previous paragraph (see Figures C3a and
C3c). In particular, for long enough hold durations (around 103 s for the parameters chosen in Figure C3), the
analytically predicted evolution of𝜓 with hold time is in excellent agreement with𝜓 and in exact agreement
with d𝜓∕dT obtained numerically.

When the argument−𝛽𝜈−𝛽 is small, there exist simpler limiting expressions that can be derived from the exact
expression in equation (C15) making use of analytical expansions of the branches of the Lambert-W about
0. For typical durations of the longest laboratory holds, this could be considered a low stiffness limit (K ≲ 1)
given 𝛽 significantly different from 1. For 𝛽 > 1, we make use of the following series expansion of the W−1

branch which is convergent only for small negative arguments [Corless et al., 1996]:

W−1(−z) = ln(−z) − ln(− ln(−z)) + 
(

ln(− ln(−z))
ln(−z)

)
, z ∈ [−e−1, 0], z → 0 − . (C18)

Dropping the terms of the order of ln(ln())∕ ln() in the limit −𝛽𝜈−𝛽 → 0−, we have the following expression
for 𝜓 :

lim
−𝛽𝜈−𝛽→0−, 𝛽 > 1

𝜓 = − K
𝛽 − 1

ln
[

1 − ln 𝛽
𝛽

− (𝛽 − 1)2

K𝛽
𝜙

]
. (C19)
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Figure C3. As in Figure C2, but now the black dashed lines are the analytical approximations for 𝜓 from equations (C15) (for 𝛽 ≠ 1) and (C26) (for 𝛽 = 1), using
equation (C17) to estimate 𝜙 as a function of hold time.

Combining equations (C17) and (C19), we have

lim
−𝛽𝜈−𝛽→0−, 𝛽 > 1

𝜓 = − K
𝛽 − 1

ln
[

1 − ln 𝛽
𝛽

+ (𝛽 − 1)2

K𝛽
ln
{

K

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)}]
. (C20)

In Figure 5a, we show that equation (C20) is a good approximation for 𝜓 for holds longer than around 1000 s
when K = 1 and 𝛽 = 2. Gu et al. [1984] noted the existence of such weaker than logarithmic trajectories in
their solutions (equation (29) therein and their following sentence).

For 𝛽 < 1, the corresponding limiting trajectory (−𝛽𝜈−𝛽 → 0) is logarithmic. To show this, we use the Taylor
series for W0 about z = 0:

W0(z) =
∑
n≥1

(−n)n−1

n!
zn, z ∈ [−e−1, e−1]. (C21)

Corless et al. [1996] point out that this series is convergent in [−e−1, e−1]. In the limit−𝛽𝜈−𝛽 → 0, we only retain
the first-order term in the series in equation (C21) to obtain

lim
−𝛽𝜈−𝛽→0−, 𝛽 > 1

𝜓 = K𝛽
𝛽 − 1

− (𝛽 − 1)𝜙,

≈ K𝛽
𝛽 − 1

+ (𝛽 − 1) ln
{

K

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)}
,

(C22)

where we have made use of the approximate relationship between 𝜙 and t from equation (C17). Figure 5c
shows that equation (C22) is a good approximation for 𝜓 for holds longer than around 1000 s when K = 1
and 𝛽 = 0.5.

It is clear from the numerical simulations in Figures C2a–C2c that under the Slip law, the rate of stress
relaxation during a hold, i.e., 𝜕𝜓∕𝜕t, increases with increasing stiffness. It is worthwhile to investigate if this
relaxation rate keeps on increasing with stiffness or does it reach a limiting value. To do this, we solve for
the trajectory in equation (C11) assuming that (𝛽 − 1)∕K small enough that the exponential term is well
approximated as

exp
(
−𝛽 − 1

K
𝜓

)
≈ 1 − 𝛽 − 1

K
𝜓. (C23)
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For 𝛽 sufficiently different from 1, this is the large stiffness limit for long holds. Under this approximation, the
resultant trajectory is simply

𝜓 = 𝜙 = − ln
[

K

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)]
. (C24)

In fact, this trajectory is the limiting solution for both velocity-weakening and velocity-strengthening regimes.
Additionally, this solution physically implies that the spring stiffness is large enough to completely stop state
evolution as soon as the load point is made stationary; in that case, �̇� = �̇� at t → 0+. In our simulations,
with 𝛽 significantly different from 1, equation (C24) seems a good approximation for K ≳ 1000 and exact
for K ≳ 10, 000 (see Figure 5). For comparison with laboratory experiments, for the granite data from Beeler
et al. [1994], we have a − b = −0.0027 (Figure D2) and the two stiffnesses are kn = 0.0019 μm−1 and ks =
0.0019 μm−1. Assuming a ∼ 0.02 and Dc ∼ 2 μm−1 these stiffnesses translate to Kn = 0.2 and Ks = 6.0 and
𝛽−1 ∼ 0.27. Given |𝜓| ∼ 1.5 and 7.5, respectively, for the longest low and high stiffness holds (read offΔ𝜇hold

values for the longest holds in Figure 2c), even the higher stiffness setup seems at least an order of magnitude
(possibly more) smaller than the infinite stiffness limit K ≫ (𝛽 − 1)𝜓 . Therefore, the infinite stiffness limit is
likely not accessed in typical laboratory experiments; i.e., Slip law state likely evolves appreciably even at the
end of the longest holds.

Finally, we consider the case of the velocity-neutral Slip law (𝛽 = 1). Gu et al. [1984] did not seek the stationary
load point trajectory for this case. But one can find the appropriate integrating factor by substituting 𝛽 = 1 in
their general integrating factor for a stationary load point (inline equation in the sentence above equation (25)
in Gu et al. [1984]). The trajectory comes out to be a parabola in (𝜓, 𝜙),

𝜓2

2
− K(𝜓 − 𝜙) = U = 0, (C25)

where the trajectory constant U is zero for holds from steady state (𝜓 = 𝜙 = 0). It is then straightforward to
write the expression for 𝜓 :

𝜓 = K −
√

K2 − 2K𝜙 ≈ K −

√
K2 + 2K ln

[
K

(Vs∕rthold

Dc

)]
, (C26)

where the approximation is, as before, only appropriate for large negative values of 𝜙. The ln(thold) approx-
imation is appropriate for all holds larger than about 103 s (Figure 5). It is noteworthy that, similar to the
behavior for 𝛽 ≠ 1, the stress relaxation rate (and actual values of 𝜓 ) is stiffness sensitive. Also, the large
stiffness limit (K ≫ 𝜓 ∼ 𝜙) is identical to equation (C24) (a binomial approximation of the square root reveals
this) consistent with the fact that, being the no state evolution limit, this approximation is insensitive to 𝛽 .

Therefore, unlike the Aging law, the rate of stress relaxation (𝜕𝜓∕𝜕t) is always stiffness dependent under the
Slip law as long as the stiffness is significantly smaller than the infinite stiffness limit. As pointed out above,
typical laboratory experiments satisfy this constraint. Therefore, hold portions of slide-hold-slide experiments
carried out at sufficiently different stiffnesses can be used to decide whether the data supports Aging or Slip
law formulations.

C3. Nagata Law Holds
Before analyzing Nagata law holds, it is important to note that Bhattacharya and Rubin [2014] pointed out that
meaningful comparisons between the Nagata law and laboratory velocity step data (that are well modeled
by the Slip law) require that a, Dc, and a − b obey the following scaling relations:

⟨a⟩ = a
c + 1

, (C27a)

⟨Dc⟩ = Dc(c + 1), (C27b)

⟨a − b⟩ = a − b, (C27c)

where angular brackets represent Slip law values and those without brackets represent Nagata law val-
ues. Equations (C27a) and (C27b) follow from the recognition that the effective direct rate dependence
and slip-weakening distance under the Nagata law are ⟨a⟩ and ⟨Dc⟩, respectively [Bhattacharya and Rubin,
2014; Bhattacharya et al., 2015], both assumed material-dependent constants under conventional RSF.
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Equation (C27c) satisfies the additional requirement that the steady state rate dependence should be a
constant independent of c. Using these relations, we write the following set of nondimensional equations:⟨𝜓⟩ = (c + 1)𝜙 + ⟨𝛽⟩Φ, (C28a)

d⟨𝜓⟩
dT

= (c + 1)d𝜙
dT

+ ⟨𝛽⟩dΦ
dT

, (C28b)

dΦ
dT

= (c + 1)e−Φ − 𝛼e𝜙, (C28c)

d⟨𝜓⟩
dT

= −⟨K⟩e𝜙, (C28d)

where

⟨𝜓⟩ = 𝜏 − 𝜏0⟨a⟩𝜎 , (C29a)

T =
V0t⟨Dc⟩ , (C29b)

⟨K⟩ = k⟨Dc⟩⟨a⟩ , (C29c)

⟨𝛽⟩ = b∕⟨a⟩ = 𝛽(c + 1), (C29d)

r = 1 − c⟨𝛽⟩ , (C29e)

𝛼 = (c + 1) − (1 − r)⟨K⟩, (C29f)

and the definitions of𝜙 and Φ are identical to previous sections. Note that ⟨𝛽⟩ is not the Slip law value of b∕a.
This choice of the nondimensional form ensures that the resultant trajectories would relate physical variables
insensitive to the implicit scaling of the rate and state parameters with c.

The Nagata law trajectories for a stationary load point can be derived following the steps outlined in Ranjith
and Rice [1998] and Gu et al. [1984]. To do this, we first eliminate Φ and T using equations (C28a)–(C28d) and
obtain a differential equation of the form:

P(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩)d⟨𝜓⟩ + Q(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩)d𝜙 = 0, (C30)

where

d𝜙
dT

= P(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩) = (⟨𝛽⟩𝛼 − ⟨K⟩)e𝜙 − (c + 1)⟨𝛽⟩e
(c+1)𝜙−⟨𝜓⟩⟨𝛽⟩ , (C31a)

d⟨𝜓⟩
dT

= Q(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩) = −⟨K⟩e𝜙. (C31b)

To solve equation (C29), we seek an integrating factor eq(𝜙,𝜓) such that

eq(𝜙,⟨𝜓⟩) [P(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩)⟨𝜓⟩ + Q(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩)d𝜙] = dU = 0, (C32)

where U is the trajectory constant. Inspecting the form of equations (C31a) and (C31b), we find that the
integrating function is

q(𝜙, ⟨𝜓⟩) = ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ (⟨𝛽⟩𝛼 − ⟨K⟩)⟨K⟩⟨𝛽⟩ ⟨𝜓⟩
c + 1

− (c + 1) 𝜙⟨𝛽⟩ , (C33)

where ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ is the Nagata law critical stiffness, kcr = (b−a)∕⟨Dc⟩ [Kame et al., 2013; Bhattacharya and Rubin,
2014], scaled in keeping with the definition of ⟨K⟩. Solving equation (C32), we obtain the following trajectory
for the Nagata law when ⟨K⟩r ≠ ⟨K⟩cr = ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩,

e
𝜙
( ⟨𝛽−1⟩⟨𝛽⟩

)
= ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ [ U⟨K⟩⟨𝛽⟩e

− ⟨𝛽−1⟩−⟨K⟩r⟨K⟩ ⟨𝜓⟩ + 1⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ − ⟨K⟩r

]
e
− ⟨𝜓⟩⟨𝛽⟩ , ⟨K⟩r ≠ ⟨K⟩cr (C34)
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Figure C4. Evolution of frictional strength under the Nagata law during a long hold (∼105 s) for different values of the normalized stiffness, ⟨K⟩ = 1 (blue),
10 (ochre), and 100 (green), and different values of ⟨𝛽⟩r. The top row is for velocity weakening ⟨𝛽⟩r = 2, (a) c = 1, (b) c = 10, and (c) c = 100. The bottom row is
for velocity strengthening ⟨𝛽⟩r = 0.5, (d) c = 1, (e) c = 10, and (f ) c = 100. The solid color lines are the numerically integrated values of ⟨𝜓⟩. The black dashed
lines in Figures C4c and C4f are the approximate, large c, analytical solutions for ⟨𝜓⟩ (equation (C39)) calculated using the numerical predictions of 𝜙 from the
simulations.

where, for holds from steady state sliding at Vs∕r (𝜙 = ⟨𝜓⟩ = 0), U is given by

U =
(

1 −
⟨𝛽 − 1⟩⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ − ⟨K⟩r

) ⟨𝛽⟩⟨K⟩⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ . (C35)

The c dependence of equation (C34) is captured entirely by the two constants ⟨𝛽⟩ and r. For c = 0, it is trivial
to show that equation (C34) is identical to the Aging law trajectories in equation (C1a). However, for nonzero
c, the long hold duration (large, negative 𝜙) limiting behaviors of the Nagata law trajectories begin to
diverge from their Aging law counterparts (section C1). For example, for c = 1, while the velocity-weakening
trajectories converge to a stiffness dependent constant shear stress (Figure C4a) the velocity strengthen-
ing trajectories exhibit stiffness-dependent stress relaxation (Figure C4d). This stiffness dependence of the
velocity-strengthening trajectories originates from the increasing relative importance of the second term
(𝛼e𝜙) in equation (C28c) with respect to the time-dependent healing term ((c + 1)e−Φ) as 𝛼 increases, even
for long holds. Since 𝛼 increases as a result of competition between c and ⟨K⟩, the trajectories are sensitive to
both c and stiffness.

As c increases in value, the nature of the velocity-weakening trajectories changes markedly. For c = 10,
the numerical solutions show that the velocity-weakening trajectories do not asymptote to a constant stress
anymore, instead relaxing to ever-decreasing stresses with increasing hold time (Figure C4b). The advan-
tage of our particular formulation of the trajectories is that we can understand this c dependence in terms
of the parameters ⟨𝛽⟩ and r. The scaling relations in equations (C27a) and (C27c) imply that when c ≫ 1,
b∕a = 𝛽 asymptotes to 1 which in turn implies that when c ≫ 1, ⟨𝛽⟩ → c and r → 0. Therefore, for
velocity-weakening trajectories, we can no longer assume that the left-hand side of equation (C34) goes to
zero, the crucial ingredient for the constant shear stress solution derived in equation (C3) for the Aging law.
The velocity-strengthening trajectories retain their stiffness dependence and predict generally greater stress
relaxation with increasing c in this intermediate range.

When c ≫ 1, one can rewrite equations (C34) and (C35) in the following form as long as ⟨𝜓⟩∕⟨𝛽⟩ ≪ 1 and
𝜙
( ⟨𝛽−1⟩⟨𝛽⟩

)
≪ 1 (from equation (C28a), these conditions are simultaneously true if |𝜙 + Φ|≪ 1):

1 − 𝜂𝜙 = exp (−�̃�⟨𝜓⟩) + 𝜁⟨𝜓⟩, |𝜙 + Φ|≪ 1 (C36)
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where

𝜁 =
⟨𝛽 − 1⟩⟨K⟩⟨𝛽⟩r

− 1⟨𝛽⟩ , (C37a)

�̃� =
⟨𝛽 − 1⟩⟨K⟩ − r, (C37b)

𝜂 =
⟨𝛽 − 1⟩2⟨K⟩⟨𝛽⟩r

(
1 −

⟨K⟩r⟨𝛽 − 1⟩
)
. (C37c)

equation (C36) has a Lambert W solution similar to the Slip law trajectories in section C2:

⟨𝜓⟩ = −1
�̃�

ln

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣−
Wi

(
−𝜁−1�̃�𝜈−𝜁

−1 �̃�
)

𝜁−1�̃�

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , i = −1, 0 for ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ ≷ 0. (C38)

For values of c large enough that ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩≫ ⟨K⟩r, we have 𝜂 ≈ ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩2∕⟨K⟩⟨𝛽⟩r. In this limit, we can write

⟨𝜓⟩ = −
⟨K⟩⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ ln

[
−

Wi(−⟨𝛽⟩r𝜈−⟨𝛽⟩r)
−⟨𝛽⟩r

]
, i = −1, 0 for ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ ≷ 0. (C39)

Given the equivalence

𝛽Slip = ⟨𝛽⟩r, (C40)

equation (C39) exactly reproduces the Slip law trajectories. In practice, for velocity-strengthening trajectories
(⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ < 0), this approximation is accurate even when ⟨K⟩ ∼ ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ (c = 100) as shown in Figure C4f.
However, under the same parameter regime, the approximation is worse for the velocity-weakening trajec-
tories and gets worse with increasing hold times (Figure C4c). For the ranges of hold times and stiffnesses in
Figure C4, we have verified that for c ∼ 1000, the numerically derived trajectories are in exact agreement with
the analytical trajectories in equation (C39) for both velocity-weakening and velocity-strengthening regimes.

Bhattacharya and Rubin [2014] had previously shown for velocity steps that the Nagata law response could be
tuned to match the Slip law response for a given excursion from steady state by making c larger than a critical
value. This critical value was found to be an increasing function of the magnitude of the velocity step. Our
analysis in this section shows that similar conclusions can be reached regarding holds under the Nagata law.
When c = 0, the Nagata law is the Aging law. When c assumes nonzero values, the Nagata law trajectories start
to diverge from their Aging law counterparts and tend more closely to the corresponding Slip law trajectories.
For values of c large enough that (1) ⟨𝛽 − 1⟩ ≫ ⟨K⟩r and (2) Dc is small enough that even far below steady
state V𝜃∕Dc ∼ 1, the holds under the Nagata law exactly reproduce the corresponding Slip law trajectories.
Conditions (1) and (2) both show that, just like velocity steps, the further the sliding surface is pushed below
steady state the larger the critical value of c one requires to reproduce Slip law trajectories with the Nagata
law. Because larger stiffnesses and/or longer hold times drive the sliding surface further below steady state,
larger values of c are needed to satisfy conditions (1) and (2).

It is important to note that equation (C40) is equivalent to the Nagata law parameters simultaneously sat-
isfying equations (C27a) and (C27c) with the corresponding Slip law parameters as reference values. Along
with the scaling in equation (C27b), which is built in to all our dimensionless equations and is needed to
satisfy condition (2) above, these scaling relationships represent Nagata law solutions which reproduce the
corresponding Slip law stress relaxation trajectory when c is larger than its critical value given the particular
combination of hold length and stiffness. Interestingly, these scaling relations are identical to the Slip law -
Nagata law correspondence derived for velocity steps by Bhattacharya and Rubin [2014]. It follows, therefore,
that stress relaxation data for holds which are well explained by the Slip law can only constrain c to a lower
bound. For any value of c larger than this lower bound we can use the scaling relations in equations (C27) to
find parameters which reproduce the corresponding Slip law trajectory. An equivalent result was established
for data from laboratory velocity steps by Bhattacharya et al. [2015].

Appendix D: Estimating Stiffness and a − b From Independent Constraints

There are two important constraints on the Beeler et al. [1994] data which can be evaluated without for-
mally inverting the slide-hold-reslide data: (1) the stiffness of the testing apparatus; (2) the value of a − b.
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Figure D1. Estimations of stiffness from the Beeler et al. [1994] holds on granite. Change in friction (Δ𝜇) versus load
point displacement (𝛿lp) since reload for (a) lower stiffness (kn) and (b) higher stiffness data (ks). The colors represent
holds of different durations: blue, 300 s; green, 1000 s; red, 3000 s, and cyan, 10,000 s. The slope of the initial portion of
this loading curve is the stiffness as long as no appreciable slip has commenced. Insets show the time windows used to
obtain this slope. Note that we find ks ∼ 0.055 μm−1 whereas Beeler et al. [1994] reported ks ∼ 0.074 μm−1.

These constraints reduce the dimensionality of our inverse problem. Additionally, these constraints allow us
to resolve trade-offs between the parameters being inverted. For example, stiffness enters the dimension-
less rate-state equations only in the combination kDc∕a (see equation (A3)), and could show strong trade-offs
with both a and Dc while minimizing misfit in an inversion exercise. Such trade-offs are best resolved by
independent a priori constraints.

To obtain an estimate of k, we note that at the end of the longest holds, the fault is sliding orders of magnitude
slower than Vs∕r . Therefore, after the reload, for as long as the slip rate V ≪ Vs∕r , we have the following

Δ𝜇 = k(𝛿lp − 𝛿) = k𝛿lp

(
1 − 𝛿

𝛿lp

)
≈ k𝛿lp, (D1)

where 𝛿 and 𝛿lp are surface and load point displacements since the reload, respectively, and instantaneously
𝛿∕𝛿lp ≪ 1 for reslides following long holds. A linear fit to the Δ𝜇 versus 𝛿lp plot over the first few data points
following the reslide (after a long hold) gives k as the slope (Figure D1). Note that, while our estimate of the nat-
ural machine stiffness kn = 0.0019 μm−1 is identical to that of Beeler et al. [1994], we found the servo-controlled
effective stiffness to be ks = 0.055 μm−1 for the granite data instead of ks = 0.075 μm−1 reported in Beeler
et al. [1994]. However, the artificial stiffness for the setup with the quartzite sample was found to be ks ∼ 0.075
(used in the fits reported in section 4) which is identical to the value used in Beeler et al. [1994]. This indicates
that the compliance of the sample material plays an important role in determining the effective stiffness of
the servo-controlled setup.

The experimental runs of Beeler et al. [1994] contained sequences of velocity steps preceding the holds which
allow us to constrain the value of a−b. Instead of using the steady state friction values to constrain a−b, we ran
full inversions on these sequence of half order velocity steps for both stiffnesses. The misfits were weighted
carefully to best constrain a and a − b (Figure D2). Based on these inversions, we used a − b = −0.0027 for
all our fits where a − b was fixed a priori. The value of a recovered from these inversions were different by a
factor of 2 depending whether we did a good job of fitting the low stiffness steps (0.012 with the Slip law,
Figure D2a) or the high stiffness steps (0.023 with Slip law, Figure D2d). Based on these results, we concluded
that a is at least unlikely to be smaller than 0.012. If instead, one attributes the stress minimum following the
velocity step down entirely to the direct rate effect, the lower bound on decreases to a ∼ 0.009 for the lower,
and a ∼ 0.015 for the higher stiffness steps, respectively.
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Figure D2. Fitting the velocity steps on initially bare granite from Beeler et al. [1994]. The steps are all half order, the
numbers in blue are sequence of load point velocities used in μm s−1. The velocity steps in Figures D2a and D2c were
imposed with the natural machine stiffness while those in Figures D2b and D2d were imposed with the higher stiffness
set up. (a, c) Fits where all the four steps (both stiffnesses together) were inverted simultaneously such that the misfits
between onset and peak stress were proportionally weighted for all the steps. (c, d) Fits where the step in Figure D2d
was weighted preferentially and only the prestep steady state sliding was weighted in Figure D2c. Red curves show Slip
and ochre Aging law fits. The light, dotted curves show the respective weight distributions. Both sets of weights
constrain a − b ∼ −0.0025, we choose −0.0027 as our preferred value. The values of a and Dc change within a factor
of 2 between the top and bottom rows.

Appendix E: Can Strain Rate Dependence of RSF Parameters Help the Aging Law
Fit 𝚫𝝁hold?

For a considerable portion of the main text, we have espoused the idea that stress relaxation during long holds
is better explained by the Slip than the Aging law. In particular, based on inversions with the Beeler et al. [1994]
data, we established that an important argument against the Aging law is the lack of stiffness dependence
of the stress relaxation during long holds. This is a direct consequence of time-dependent healing and is a
robust feature in the data. It is, therefore, worth asking if we can mathematically modify the RSF equations
such that the Aging law stress relaxation can end up matching the observed stiffness dependence in the data.
Equivalently, this amounts to asking if the slip rates accessed at the end of long holds are too low for the usual
assumptions of RSF, e.g., constant a, b, and Dc, to remain valid.

E1. Strain Rate Dependence of a
First-principles derivations of the friction law (equation (1)) seem to suggest that a might be expected to have
both rate [Boettcher et al., 2007] and state dependence [Rice et al., 2001]. In this section, we formulate the rate
dependence of a by assuming that the rheology of asperity contacts has an inherent strain rate sensitivity
at the GPa level stresses expected at these length scales. We first express a in terms of the parameters of an
Arrhenius rate dependence [Nakatani, 2001; Rice et al., 2001; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006]:

a =
kBT

𝜎cΩ
, (E1)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ω the so-called activation volume such that the contact normal stress
𝜎c times Ω gives the minimum work needed to activate a dislocation depinning [Baumberger and Caroli,
2006; Boettcher et al., 2007]. If the asperity contacts are in a state of plastic flow, the contact stress can be
equated to yield stress [Brechet and Estrin, 1994; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006]. Boettcher et al. [2007] used a
low temperature plasticity flow law for olivine to calculate these contact yield stresses:

𝜎c = 𝜎P

[
1 −

{
−RT

H
ln
(
�̇�

B

)}1∕q
]
, (E2)

where �̇� is bulk strain rate within the asperity, 𝜎P = 8500 MPa is Peierl’s stress, R = 8.314 J mol−1K−1 is the
universal gas constant, H = 5.4 × 105 J mol−1 is the activation enthalpy, B = 5.7 × 1011 s−1 is an empirical
constant, and the exponent q = 2. The strain rate dependence of contact stresses expressed in equation (E2)
leads to a rate dependence in a. To derive this, we write

a0 =
kBT

𝜎PΩ
, (E3a)

𝛾 =
(RT

H

)1∕q

, (E3b)

to get

a = a0

[
1 − 𝛾

{
ln
(V∗

V

)}1∕q
]−1

, (E4)

where V∗ is a velocity scale derived by multiplying B with a characteristic length scale ldef for strain localization.
Assuming that a does not change much from a0 even at the lowest slip rates accessed during long holds
(i.e., 𝛾{ln(V∗∕V)}1∕q ≪ 1), and regularizing the logarithm with sinh−1 to accommodate small values of V∗

(since we are imagining slip on a planar surface, ldef → 0), we express the parametrized rate dependence
for a as

a = a0

[
1 + 𝛾

{
sinh−1

( V∗

2V

)}1∕q
]
. (E5)

Note that, since da∕dV < 0 (a increases with decreasing slip rate), for the same hold duration, this veloc-
ity dependence of a would drop the Aging law Δ𝜇hold to larger negative values such that the magnitude of
this decrease is stiffness dependent. It is worth noting that the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data collected by Marone
and Saffer [2015] on simulated gouge over a range of Vs∕r shows that the magnitude of Δ𝜇hold increases
with decreasing Vs∕r ; such a trend is consistent with da∕dV < 0. Additionally, the form for rate dependence
of a in equation (E5) also allows the Aging law interface to continually weaken during long holds even for
velocity-weakening interfaces. At V ≫ V∗, equation (E5) implies that a = a0. Therefore, it is possible to choose
a V∗ that is small enough to allow a − b = −0.0027 at the values of Vs∕r accessed in this study. In our inver-
sions, we allow all of a0, 𝛾 , and V∗ to vary since the olivine crystal values used by Boettcher et al. [2007] might
not be appropriate for tectosilicates. However, we fix q = 2 as proposed by Boettcher et al. [2007] in order to
avoid introducing another free model parameter in the problem.

In actual inversions, this added strain rate dependence does not help the Aging law fit the Δ𝜇hold data as
closely as the Slip law (Figure E1a). The fit is improved when compared to the Aging law fit in Figure 10b, but
unlike the data, the stress relaxation rate becomes steeper with increasing hold time. Remarkably, this strain
rate dependence helps the Slip law fit instead. The peak stress evolution with hold duration becomes truly
stiffness independent for the longest holds while maintaining the quality of the fits to the stress minima. In
fact, this version of the Slip law fit is the best joint fit toΔ𝜇peak andΔ𝜇hold of all the laws tested in this study. For
room temperature studies, equations (E3a) and (E3b) would suggest that a0 would be of the order of typical
values of a while 𝛾 ∼ 0.035; the corresponding values adopted by the Slip law fit are similar. The variations in
a − b introduced by these parameters are plotted in Figure E1d.

E2. Second-Order Corrections to RSF
As an alternative to the strain rate dependence of a considered in section E1, the Bowden-Tabor decompo-
sition of friction into a product of real contact area and contact strength can be used to come up with a
velocity dependence of a−b [Baumberger et al., 1999; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006]. This rate sensitivity arises
naturally out of a second-order dependence of friction on the product ln(V) ln(𝜃), which is a consequence
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Figure E1. Fits to the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold time series on granite from Beeler et al. [1994] with the strain rate dependence
in a specified in equation (E1). (a) The actual fit to the data; solid lines denote Aging and dashed Slip laws. The color
scheme specifying stiffness is identical to figures in the main text. (b, c) The posteriors for 𝛾 and V∗ (in μm s−1),
respectively. The blue area plots denote Slip law posteriors, the ochre area plots denote Aging law posteriors. (d) Actual
variations in a and a − b during the holds and reslides. Pink curves denote a, blue b. Solid curves denote Aging law;
dashed Slip law.

Figure E2. Fits to the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data on granite from Beeler et al. [1994] with the second-order corrected
friction law specified in equation (E2). (a) The actual fit to the data, solid lines denote Aging and dashed Slip laws. The
color denoting stiffness is the same as the figures in the main text. (b, c) The posteriors for 𝜇0 and V⋆ , respectively. The
blue area plots denote Slip law posteriors, the ochre area plots denote Aging law posteriors. (d) Actual variations in 𝜇ss
with V and V0 which effectively denote a strain rate dependence in a − b (equation (E3)). Solid curves denote Aging law,
dashed Slip law.
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of the product decomposition of Bowden-Tabor [Baumberger et al., 1999]. The form recommended by
Baumberger et al. [1999] is as follows (equations (4), (5), and (6) therein):

𝜇 = 𝜇0 + a ln

(
V
V0

)
+ b ln

(
V0𝜃

Dc

)
+ ab
𝜇0

ln

(
V
V0

)
ln

(
V0𝜃

Dc

)
, (E6)

where we have used𝜇0 = 𝜎s0Σ0∕W , a = 𝛼𝜇0, and b = m𝜇0 to convert the Baumberger et al. [1999] equations to
the form used in this paper. Here Σ0 and 𝜎s0 are the real contact area and contact shear strength, respectively,
at the reference slip rate V0, 𝛼 determines the rate dependence of contact shear strength at an arbitrary slip
rate, m is the coefficient determining the linear relationship between real contact area and log state at an
arbitrary slip rate, and W is normal load [Baumberger et al., 1999]. Note that the reference slip rate V0 here is the
same as in equation (1). This second-order correction to conventional RSF naturally gives rise to the following
velocity dependence to steady state friction 𝜇ss:

𝜕𝜇ss

𝜕 ln(V)
= (a − b) − ab

𝜇0
ln
(

Vss

V0

)
, (E7)

which effectively introduces a velocity dependence to a − b. For a, b> 0, and V < V0, the correction to a − b
during long holds would be positive thus making the model increasingly velocity neutral or strengthening
with decreasing slip rate in our case. Notably, this is the same sense in which the strain rate dependence
introduced in section E1 modifies a − b. Given that the Aging law needs a velocity-strengthening solution to
produce nonzero stress relaxation rate during the longest holds, we a priori constrained V0 > 10−5μm s−1. This
ensures that V would always be smaller than V0 and hence more velocity strengthening, at the lowest slip
rates (10−6 μm s−1) accessed by the numerical models. We also inverted for 𝜇0 as a parameter of this model
and constrained this in the range [0.3,0.8].

Figure E2a shows the fits to the Δ𝜇peak and Δ𝜇hold data with the second-order-corrected RSF equation. The
general features of the fits are similar to the ones obtained with the strain rate dependence of a. The Aging
law fits are not drastically improved, and this formulation also suffers from the steepening of the stress relax-
ation rate at long hold times. The Slip law fits to Δ𝜇hold are worsened for the low stiffness data. However, the
evolution of Slip law peak stresses becomes stiffness independent similar to the strain rate-dependent fit in
Figure E1a.
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article, Equations 6, 7, A1 and E7 contained mathematical errors. The
equations have since been corrected and this version may be considered the authoritative version of record.
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